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WIth Malice toward None,with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
" Sturday7
ROY, Mora County. New Mexico,
Skitkmbkr 8. 1917,
"

Volume XIV.

School Begins

Off to JievWar Motor Minute Men

Number 33

Tractor Farmers Gasoline Thieves

War Echoes

J. E. Gilstrap has beea appoint The Allied Powers were satisGasoline stealing 3 the latest
The new
Case tractor
The boys of the First call will
ed by Governor Lindsey, as fied
in
on this mesa.
WilL.
C.
Riley,.
for
Friday
Justice,
leave
of
the
to
to
cashier
leave
for
it
President
Fort
Monday, September, 10th.
The
Captain of the "New Mexico son to answer the plea of
the Roy Bank arrived Tuesday, was Some ine has been stealing the
echool building has been cleaned Kansas, to enter training camp.
Motor Minute Men" for Mora
Pope for Peace, knowing that it fitted up at the Anderson shop gasoline from the tanks on the
up, remodeled and put in the The members of the first
County.
be answered right. The and is running in Mr. Justice's tractors left in the fields over
would
are
best of condition for the opening
The notice of appointment re- text of the reply, which you will big wheat field getting ready for night. F. M. Hughes' tank was
A.
Dr.
Hofer,
.
L
of the term.
minds the .recipient that it was
find on another page of this paper a bigger crop next year. It is a drained last week and G. R.
Herman Wendland,
The additional two years High
Automobiles that saved Paris
Rodriguez,
Jacobo
leaves nothing more to be said dandy little machine and is espec- Abernathy found three gallons
School has been arranged for,
from Destruction by the Germans
Eulogio
Esquibel,
and is another evidence hat the ially convenient for belt work stolen from his tank one morning:
and the schools Btart out with
when
General
Jouffre
Plainly someone is joy riding in
The next 40 percent will go
greatest man the world has ever but it will pull a plow too.
bright prospects for a successful
to
automobiles
of
take
Sept. 19th, and the balance Oct.
We shall see if Mrs. Justice a car they can't afford to run and
known is filling the place apsemester.
his army to meet and turn back
pointed to him. in this greatest was only bluffing about going is cutting down their gasoline
The teachers who will preside 5th.
German Horde. The Autothe
into the field in overalls and driv bills. Plans are. being laid to
It is distressing to see these
era in the worlds history.
over the schools are
is one of the great memobile
catch the thief and the fin
ing it.
'
Principal. Prof. J. E. Russel, boys go but it is a plain duty and chanical triumverate in this war,
The administration is now very
thing he will get will be a charge
going
honorable
means
their
of Roy.
with the Aeroplane ánd the Sub- properly seeking out the enemies
Fred Meffert's new Avery of birdshot in the legs.
peace
sooner.
High School, Mre. Mary Waters
and placing Tractor arrived Monday and was
It is desirable that all who re- marine none of which had been of the Government
of Springer
they cannot be harm unloaded and set to work Wednesdreamed
previous
where
in
even
any
of
them
Frank Lukasek left Tuesday
7th and 8th Mrs. Clara Russel main at home see that the.y are war in history.
ful during the war, It is pleas- day
under the direction of for Reeding, Oklahoma to visit
speeded
parting.
at
ofRoy
Fifteen of our citizens respond ing to note that the Republican an expert. It is just like the his father before his turn comes
5th and 6th Miss Elsye B. Hoelz
Drs, Brady and Evans, , of ed some time ago to a call for Press generally
is . standing Baum tractor only larger and is a to go to the army. He left his
Dawson, were on the ""Polly" volunteers with cars in case of squarely behind the Administra- fine looking outfit and will get a
ef Madison, Minnesota,
address with the board here a
3d and 4th Mrs. Minna A. Sales Tuesday, enroute to El Paso, emergency and it
is proposed tion in the time of need for a lot of land ready for wheat yet they can notify him. Frank is &
of Stella, Mo.
where they will become members that these and others be organiz- concerted effort. ' One paper in before it is late to plant.
naturalized Americon citizen and
1st and 2nd Miss Elizabeth of the medical corps with rank ed and ready in case of emergency this state that thinks it is Repub
we remember one of his reasons
Breeding, of Carlsbad, N. M.
of Captains, and will soon be on to act quickly and effectively for lican, is still indulging in dirty
Miss Phoebe Russel left on the given in his last papers was that
Primary Mrs. Myra 0- - Def rees their way to France. They are public safety in our own com- little campaign thrusts
"Polly Sunday, look he could fight for his country if
that are South-boun- d
of Roy
enthusiastic over the revolution- munity.
over and wisely forgotten by ing so radiantly happy that the necessary. He was born so close
Prof. Russel will teach the 9th ized methods of surgery which
Mr. Gilstrap is especially fitted right minded people. . It may be doleful faces on the girls who ac- - to the line between Bohemia and
and 10th grades in addition to they will learn in. this service. for th3 service having spent wise now to list them with
the compadied her to the train made
that he is1 not
supervision of the Schools,
They have already performed several years in the Regular Army other traitors. A blow at the
a distinct contrast. We are not sure whether he was a Bohemias
All pupils should be on hands some of the French miracles, in and knowing what organization President is a blow
at the cause even trying to guess the cause in or a Hungarian.
Monday if possible anfllbe assign- their Hospital practice in Dawson and discipline is. He is taking of World-libert- y
and no patriot either case
but - successfully. They looked every the matter up with the other would try to deliver it.
ed to their proper rooms.
'
Mrs. Sam Ratcliife, Te'turned
inch the .soldier in their .khaki towns and directing locaj organiMiss Inez Hall's vacation is over last week from an extended visit,
Prof. Russel and family left uniforms.
To those of our friends who,
zations of Auto owners in all
and she returned to Oklahoma with relatives in Missouri. We
at 5 A. M. Sunday morning for
during
the last campaign de- Monday to resume
towns in the county.
her duties in dpn't know if she is glad to
Ute Park, where they picnicked
A meeting for that purpose is nounced President Wilson as a the Deaf and Dumb School as get home
or not but we are reafor a few days with the children
called for Saturday evening, Sept ''Coward" for "Keeping us out teacher after a very pleasant sonably
sure that Sam is. glad
before settling down to the rou15th. at the community Hall, Roy of war" we offer the following visit with home folks. She inti- she
cam?.
tine of the School tvork. they
at which all patriotic citizens are from a recognized'English autho-it- y mates that there are still argualso looked after the apple crop
referring to President Wil
Don't forget the Recital to requested to be present.
Joe Ballard was in town again
ments in favor of both the state
up in the Colfax Orchards and
son
s statement to Pope Benedict
In
Gilstrap,
Mr.
meantime
the
;of
Saturday
from his ranch. He h
Oklahoma
and
Single
Bless
visited the Eagle Net dam, Old be given Saturdays evening will interview those
interested wnicn is recognized as directly !P(i ness.
too busy farming to came to town
Baldy and looked over the tip of Sept. 15th, in I. O. O. F.IIall and we believe
'.
the movement addressed to the Kaiser
any more.
the range on the Taos road.
"We
cannot
remember
that
may
be
combined
with
the
Mrs. Mary Waters, came down
by Mrs. Ethel M. Harper
Home Guards if needed in practi ever before the sovereign of a from Springer last week to get
Albino Gomez, is a new addiCol, E. V, Paxton was in town
Admission 25 and 15 cents cal home protection and valuable great nation with an army - nd settled and ready for her work tion to our number of regular
Saturday from the ranch. He
assistance to the State and na- fleet in existance has been told in the Roy High School the com- readers. He is interested in the
looks better and we rust his proceeds for both Roy and tion.. No. one, need,
close hjs.eyi'S that he js a liar with whom no ing, term. .. ,.
news of the stirring events of
,,
.. ...
" ";
'health is improving,,. Dieting Milli Schools. Program will to the dangers that may any day treaty1 can be" m'ííle?
this mesa.
spoils his disposition.
Under the conditions it doesn't
beset us. Hiding your head like
The boisterous
be announced next week.
friends of
J. F. Arnett and little daughan ostrich will not lessen the appeal to us as the statement of Postmaster Wm, G, Johnson
and
Leo Tyler was visiting friends
a "Coward."
ter
danger.
went to Denver Sunday on a
bride met at their home Friday
here last week. He wore. Soldier
combined
business and pleasure
There will be a Pie Sapper at
That the greatest preparations night and indulged in a loud and
togs and said he had been a soltrip.
SaturMofax
'Church
the
Union
Mr. Bradley was up from Mos- ever dreamed of for the ending protracted Charivari of the old
dier .for three days but ha has
day
iSept. 8th. Everybody quero Monday and remembered of the war are being carried on fashioned rough-nec- k
night
kind.
been "Civillian Truck Driver"
invited.
They
kept
the
town
subscription
awake
jas
for Sam Strong managed to run a
with
a
payment.
from
United
the
and
States
that
for Uncle Sam for the past .year
We can but wish those who are the press of this country, ever two hours and finally succeeded rusty iron in the palm of his hand
down at El Paso.
C. L. Wensell, who was recent slow about paying would come in keen for the first news is allow- in getting their victim out and making an ugly wound that scarly appointed as member of the ás well as the advance payers.
ing these preparation to progress sacking him for the price of re- ed him up for awhile but did not
Postofiice Inspector Hood, was
County School Board to sue
Mora
unrecorded, while not censored freshments. Bill has always been keep him from work.
here two days the first of the
F. A. Roy who, Resignceed
Mrs.
Tony
reading
is
his
Patrick,
in any way save by the appeal to in on such events and he was
week checking up the Roy office
ed,' has also resigned for business own S-again.
strenBud Finch, of LaCinta Canyon
He
is
as
their patriotism and common only getting what was coming to
and seeing why it is not moved
impractical to uous a farmer as he was a busi- sense, is one of the great victories him but we hope the practice had the misfortune to get a
was
reasons.
It
to the new building. He is pro'i
win111die out as it isn t really re sliver of steel in his eve. He
testing rigorously against títe continue on the Board while ness man in town and is making of the war.
Manager of the Goodman Co. good at it all along the route.
The pa went to Dawson to try to have it
When the plans of our Govern- fined,
delay in getting moved whieh is
regrets
He
here,
having
Store
ment have been carried to a suc- tients in the Hospital across the removed but was urged to go 1
really caused by delay of the
to give up the opportunity to
street consented to stand for the a Specialist at Denver and it is
swell new fixtures, We suppose
John Hepburn was in town cessful issue we shall be proud of
no
Schools
but
the
serve
has
before it started.
more than likely that sight 'will
we will all appreciate it more
from Solano Tuesday and hunted the results and it will then be racket
suggestions as to his successor.
be
destroyed.
publish
to
time
details,
the
more
when we do get modern accomus up to quarrel with our editor
The appointment carries with it
Barney
Mitchell
and
family,
is now having it cared for
He
any
thrilling
fiction ever
than
modations. The old axiom
ial utterances. Too bald truth
a lot of thankless tasks and much
drove
down
from
Dawson
Saturby
Dr.
Plumlee.
"Mankind is more 'disposed to
his main criticism but he written.
tlie least of was
inconvenience
not
day
in
Dodge
their
new
and
car
to suffer, while evils are suffer-ablpromises to have the
to
which is a monthly, trip to Mora
spent Sunday at the parental
Mrs. John O. Gallegos went to
than to right themselves by
keep house with if he ever finds
Mi?s Cora Moore, of Mosquero Henry Mitchell home at Liberty.
which costs more than the job
Dawson, last week for a short
abolishing forms to which they
a victim.
returned Sunday from a stay of Barney is still foreman on the visit returning Friday.
pays.
She is
have been accustomed," never
several weeks at Dawson. She
had a better illustration.
Elmer Evans and son, Epy held quite a reception with the Horseshoe Ranch on the Vermejo now conducting a boarding house
river near Dawson and seldom for a few select patrons in one of
Mrs. J. W, Mackey, of Solano, were in town the first of the week
Roy girls at the depot. She has gets time to come home for a
Mrs. F. E. Ivey and baby submitted to an operation at the meeting old friends,
the Floersheim Row buildings.
They plain
daughter left Tuesday for Chicago Plumlee Hopital Wednesday after ly like the old town still if. their a way of being popular with visit. They were also guests of
his sister, Mrs. C. L. Justice
for an extended visit. Floyd ac- noon. It was a very serious case interests are now on the ranch. girls.
Will Davenport was called to
companied them as far as Raton but we aré glad to be able to re Elmer is a good o!d scout he
if is
Wm, Baum and son have a new Denver Sunday by "Henry's"
to see them safely on a pullman cord that ' she is rallying nicely a hopeless republican.
The Roy Postofficel cancelled
Avery tractor which they Distributing Agent to decide how
that will land them in the "Windy and her prospect for early and
and mailed out over 4,000 letters
are plowing their wheat land many Ford Cars they will sell
City."
complete recovery, is the best.
Rev. J. S. Russel, came down Monday, which is only a little
with, It came last week and they this season. He went on the
She has been at the hospital from Dawson Tuesday and had
the general average.
are getting it broken in nicely, train returning Wednesday.
L. H. Brock and mother
for two weeks preparing for the the notices for the New Mexico
It doesnt get sore . shoulders and
Mills were business visitors
operation. Mr. Mackey and the Synod of the Presbyterian Church
Frank Seidel is enjoying a
flies dont worry it while at
the
Schumacher,
of Denver,
Mrs.
Roy Wednesday.
children have been batchirtg it printed at this office. Rev. Rus
visit from his brother who arRoy last week and drove work.
7
on the claim.
rived Saturday from Cestos, Okla
sel, holds the unique position of was in
to
7th Day Adventist Meetings
being both Moderator and Stated out to the Mitchell Pasture see
hóma. Tbe brothers look very
'County Commissioner A. C. Clerk of the Synod this year by her land purchased in the Hoggatt
E. R. Stolberg, of Chicago, is much alike.
A series of meetings will be
.
held in the Christian Church at Trujillo and U. S. Commissioner reason of an unlorseen event. syndicate. She, like many others here taking vacation and looking
A couple of promoters for an
Roy N. M. by Elder H. L. Hoover Jack Mills, both of Solano, were The Synod will be held at Las is impatient for the first of Oct. after his land out at pleasant
to arrive so that she can turn her View. He proved up his 320 and Oil Scheme in Texas have bee
Pastor of the Seventh Day Ad- pleasant callers at this office Cruces, N. M.. Sept. 27th.
vent Church of El Páso, Texas. Tuesday, They are two of the 'Rev.. .Russel is spending the piece of raw prairie into a farm. left over two years ago and visit- "Working" Roy the past week
ed his childhood home in Sweeden We aré not wised to their game
Interesting subjects will be pre- live ones of the little burg down week with his family at the home
sented each evening, such as the the line.
on Laguna Seca Ranch.
Miss Leora Hall is back in the for a time returning to a good as they have not found newscomSecond
Times,
of
Signs
the
Goodman Stere as Sales Lady, an position in Chicago. His mother paper advertising necessary.
Judgement,
who lived with him here on the
C. L Justice is going to have
ing of Christ, The
C, A. Smith, Mgr. of thé Wil- arrangement which will please
C. E. Deaton was down from
WorloTWar,
United
claim is still living with a daughStates a well. Jim Christman. pulled son Co.
The
Store at Mills, went to many friends who like to buy
StolMonday and came to us for
Mills
Pennsylvania.
Mr.
his drill in Tuesday and started
in Prophecy' etc.
from her," She is popular with ter in
Tucumcari Wednesday,
exHe
world
hundred
a
Warranty Deed blanks
much
the
of
berg has seen
The meetings begin Sunday, on it. Yes he had it "Witched" pected
to be absent 10 days and many customers as she is with
big
Town Lot Sale at
or
and
and
the
it is
'since leaving his claim
knows there will be water'at
night Sept' 9th. All are cordially
wouldn't tell his, mission. :y:.J' the little chaps in Sunday School
'
"
,,
him.
JMillslHisweek..,
;
with
the bottom of it,
invited to attend each service.
who worship her;.
The

Roy Schools will open
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FOREIGN

THE WORLD IN

THEMOTORflillTEMEII POPE TO SEND

Kerenaky Is determined to save new
Russian republic.
The foundry of the Schwartzkopf
torpedo works' In Berlin was destroyed by fire.
Earl Grey, 66, former governor general of Canada, died at Howick house,
Northumberland, after a long Illness.
It will be ten days before the cen- Weatern Krnrapapar Union Newa Service.
COMINO EVKNTS.
tral powers answer the peace note of Sept
Mate Bar Association
Pope. Benedict, says the Berlin Kreui
annual meeting at Uoawell.

NEW MEXICO

PARAGRAPHS
A

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

STATE NEWS

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THI3 AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

IN LATE DISPATCHES

ORGANIZE FOR EMERGENCY SER
VICE IN WAR.

SECOND PLEA

List of Captains Named by Governor
Llndsey and Number of Cars Offered by Each County,

WILL CONTINUE- - TO 8ENO PEACE
NOTES TO BELLIGERENTS

26--

Late in life the body show signs of
wear and often the kidneys weaken
first. The back is lame, bent and achy,
and the kidney action distressing. This
makes people feci older than they are.
Don't wait for dropsy, gravel, hardening of the arteries or Bright' disease.
Une a mild kidney stimulant. Try
Donn't Kidney Pills. Thousands of elderly folks recommend them.

FOR

FOUR OR FIVE MONTHS.
Weatarn Newapaper

A Colorado Case

Newa Service.

Union
Sept.
heventh Annual Northern
New Maxlco Kalr at Kalon.
Santa Fé. Gov. W. E. Llndsej
The provisional government of Rus- Sept.
Farmera' Kalr at L
named thirty captains for the 1,500
Cruce
sia has authorized the admission ot
"Motor Minute Men," who have re'
Sept.
Dona
County
Ana
Fair
women to all forms of state service
at La Crucei.
sponded to the appeal ot Leroy O
Oct.
5
on the same conditions as men.
Convention
ot Women's Moore for organization ot the motor
Club at Gallup.
Conscription became a law In Can- Oct.
2
Woodmen of the World tar owners for emergency war service
rally at Santa Fé.
ada when Justice Duff of the Supreme
In each county.
The captains and
Court, acting for the governor general,
Peter Spitzley, 88, died at Silver number of automobiles offered In each
gave royal assent to the measure.
county are: Grant, Charles B. .Morrill,
City.
.
Serious rioting at BJorneborg, FinThe Dona Ana Council of Defense Silver City, 155 cars; Bernalillo,
land, Is reported In a private telegram celebrated the 27th as army day.
Charles S. White, Albuquerque, 141
cars; Chaves, C. M. Farns worth, Ros- from Haparanda to Copenhagen, forTwo
warded by the Central News to Lon- on campconvicts escaped from the pris- well, 122 cars; Colfax, O. L, Phillips,
near Morlarty In an auto.
Raton, ninety-sicars; Socorro, W. G.
don.
New Mexico produced $1,350,000 in Hammell, seventy-nincars; Eddy,
inter-allieThe
Socialist gold in 1910, and
$1,138,000 in silver. Earl N. BIgler, Artesia, seventy-fivsesconference concluded a two-daA new postoffice, to be called Los cars; Luna, D. O. Snodgrass, Doming,
sion.
It failed to reach unanimity
Vlgllls,
Is to be established In San st venty-fou- r
cars; Union, John Spring,
of opinion on the Stockholm conferMiguel county.
Clayton, sixty-threcars; San Miguel,
ence or peace.
Will Springer, Las Vegas, sixty-onis
There
a
with
a
cheese
factory
The burgomaster of Hamont, provdaily capacity of 5,000 gallons of milk cars; Curry, A. J. Whiting, Clovis,
ince of Llmburg, Belgium, has been
cars; Santa Fé, C. N. Lasater,
In the little town of Dedman.
sentenced to death by the German aucars; Torrance, John
reGovernor Llndsey is sending out
thorities on a charge of helping BelLucy, flftytwo cars; Dona
peated arguments to farmers of New
gians to escape into Holland.
o
Mexico urging the sowing of winter Ana, W. O. Gerber, Las Cruces, fifty-twAn International
conference of
McElroy,
Quay,
cars;
II.
Harry
wheat
women from both belligerent and neuTucumcarl, fifty-twcars; Lincoln,
Mrs. E. L. Bradford will be heard
tral countries will be held at StockB. Baird, Carrizozo, forty-thre- e
John
holm, Sept. 16 to 18. The conference in solo numbers at the Women's State ears; Mora, R. E. Alldredge, Roy; J.
Federation convention at Gallup, Oct.
will be of a
nature.
Frank Curns, Wagon Mound; Harry J.
2nd to 6th.
Houg, Mora, forty-oncars; GuadaArt treasures and pictures valued
John Rains, who was in charge o? lupe, James W. Ruane, Santa Rosa,
at 5,000,000 rubles have been stolen
the Santa Fé punning station at thlrty-ilinfrom the great historical museum of
carsi Otero, Clarence M.
Chavez, near Thoreau, was killed by Hunter, Alamogordo, thirty-nincars;
the late Grand Duke Michael
No. 21.
Valencia, L. C. Becker, Belen, thirty-threin Petrograd. A painting b train
Two club houses for men and wocars; McKlnley, A. T. Hannett,
Corregió valued at 500,000 rubles was
men employés of the Chino Copper Gallup, twenty-eigh- t
curs; Roosevelt,
among the articles taken.
Company will be constructed at a cost J. T. Wilcox, Portales, eighteen cars;
SPORTING NEWS
of $27,000 each.
Sierra, F. W. Bernls, Hillsboro, ten
Standing of Weatern League (lulia.
W. H. Emmons, state geologist ot cars; Taos, Floyd Hamblin, Quests,
CLl'BS.
Won. lost. Pet.
J
24
Hulchinson
.600 Minnesota, arrived In Artesia to look ten cars; De Baca, Harry Mackenson,
15
22
Omaha
.55 over the Pecos Valley oil field for a Fort Sumner, nine cars; Rio Arriba,
16
21
.668
Unioni
Edward Sargent, Chama, eight cars;
19
20
Wichita
.613 northern oil syndicate.
17
20
St. Joseph
.4f.
sn Juan, Willis Martin, Fartiiington,
Maj. E. P. Bujac has been named
.4(1
Joplin
18
21
five
cars; Sandoval, Francisco C. de
Mexas
ranking
major
New
of
the
the
16
21
Moines
,ió
25
14
Denver
.36
ico regiment, accbrding to1 a decision Baca, Bernalillo, four cars; Lea, A. C.
Heard, Lovlngton, three cars.
made by Col. E. C. Abbott.
Ty Cobb and Eddie Roush, the leadchild
ot Mr. and Mrs.
The infant
Receiver Asked for Coal Company.
ing batsmen of the American and NaN. B. Pickle who reside on the J. M.
Santa Fe, N. M. A receiver was
tional leagues, are reasonably sure of Love ranch ten miles north of Clovis,
capturing the batting championship ot died as the result ot a rattlesnake asked for the Yankee Fuel Company of
Colfax county in a petition filed in
1917.
bite.
'
Federal Court by Henry A. Kiker of
Capt. Guillo LaureamI, an aviator in
Wool growers have started a camthe New
the Italian army, has established a paign to exterminate the dog. They Raton, receiver for Mining Company,
Coal and
new world
by
record
assert "that he consumes 100,000,00o which has a claim of $231,877.41 for
flying more than 900 miles without pounds of food a year sufficient to moneys alleged
to have been advanced
stopping, according to a dispatch to feed 4,000,000 human beings.
the Yankee company. It is alleged the
the Paris Temps from Milan.
.The tax roll of the new county of latter is Insolvent and Is being misThat age is no bar to participation Lea reached Secretary Asplund of iae managed, its assets dissipated and
In golf again has been demonstrated,
State Tax Commission, and shows a property allowed to depreciate.
when C. S. Archer of Glendale, Cal., total property valuation of $5,403,191,
veteran of the game, Df which cattle supply $3,340,935.'
an
Columbus Raiders Get 17 to 80 Years.
turned in the best card for the first
Dealing, N M. Seventeen Mexicans
Because of financial stringency the
day of play in a Red Cross tourna- plan of turning over
old building captured by Gen. Pershing's punitive
the
ment held at the municipal links at of the state reform school at Spring- expedition in Mexico last year and acLos Angeles.
er to an Industrial school for girls, cused of participation In the Villa raid
Playing the most spectacular and has been abandoned for the present. on Columbus, N. M., pleaded guilty to
thrilling golf that has ever been seen
Two coach loads of miners arrived second degree murder before District
In a woman's golf tournament in the at Gallup to take the place of strik- Judge Ryan here and were sentenced
state of Colorado, Miss Margaret Fer-ti- ing miners at the Gallup American to serve from 17 to 80 years in the
of Colorado Springs and Mrs. Coal Company's mines, and more min- New Mexico penitentiary.
Courtlandt Dines of the Denver Coun- ers are on the way, it was announced
try Club at Denver went to the twen- by the company.
Grant County Richest In State.
Santa Fé. Grant county stands
tieth hole before their match was deDugan,
lately cashier ot a shoulders
Patrick
cided. Mrs. Dines won the match and
and head above all other
McKlnley county bank in Gallup, has
counties of the state In Its assessment.
the right to proceed to the tournament been appointed
superintenassistant
With the mining company returns, It
on that hole by taking a man's par on
dent of the penitentiary to succeed pays taxes on more
than $40,040,000,
the hole a four.
Barney Spears, who intends to return
but even without them its assessment
Gallup.
to
GENERAL
Is $26,417,741.
Examinations have been made on
Bar silver sold in New York on Aug.
the Bearup properties In the western
30 at
an ounce.
Soldier Shot by Two Highwaymen.
Magdalena.
Highwaymen held up a
Japanese special ambassador places side of the Mogollón district. The
wreath on tomb of George Washing- owners have shipped some ot the high- motor car ninety miles west of here
est grade ore yet taken out of the Mo- and one fatally shot Sergt. Paul Mcton.
gollón district.
Queen, Texas National Guard, who
Group of French and English offiPablo Baca, sheriff of Union coun- was In the car, after S. M. Wilson, the
cers reach United States to help train
ty from 1904 to 1906, and E. R. Gen- soldier's companion, opened fire.
United States Boldiers.
try, a pioneer in that section, both
soon
to
100
be deputy sheriffs, are dead,
are
vessels
'Over
and Ernest
Yankee Coal Mines Again Active.
taken from the Great lakes to the Long Is probably fatally wounded as
Raton. The Yankee Fuel Company
Atlantic coast to Increase the ocean the result of a pistol duel at Mosproperties have again become activo
tonnage.
quero.
after lying Idle for three years.
he trial of Gov. James E. FerguWomen members of the County
twenty-one
charges Boards of Education have been named
son of Texas on
Troops to Remain to Defend Border.
contained In the bill of impeachment in twenty counties.
Santa Fé. Officers of the New Mexby
began
House
in
adopted
the
the
Mrs. Susie H. Davidson, who had
Senate at Austin. It Is reported that Thomas S. Mitchell arrested on a ico regiment notified Governor Llndseveral new witnesses will be called charge ot assault, has started suit sey that according to advices received
by them from Washington, the regiand new evidence Introduced.
against him In the District Court at ment would be held in Albuquerque
enorlarge
of
America's
portion
A
Albuquerque, for $10,000 damages. The
and that eventually it
mous potato crop is In danger of spoil- sharge grew out of a clash over a1
might be used for border service. The
ing unless cities like Chicago and New íotel bill.
.
governor has asked that the advices
York build municipal storage houses.
Mrs! H. T. Bowie, member of the received be sent him. If the regiment
This is the view of Dr. Alonzo E. Tay- National War Council of the Young Is to be held In Albuquerque' through
lor, food expert of tte national gov- Woman's
Christian Association, in the winter, It will be necessary to
ernment, one of Hoover's aides.
charge of northern Texas and New proceed with the construction of woodMrs. G. C. Horwitz, first woman Mexico, announces that "the work of en shelters there.
mayor of the South, has been ap- the association in Deining has already
pointed major on the personal staff been started.
Mandamus Filed Against Treasurer.
L. Bradford Prince,
She
of Governor Catts of Florida.
Santa Fé. A petition in mandamus
who has returned to Santa Fé from
was deputized to go to Washington
against State Treasurer Hall
to consult with President Wilson on a trip to East Tennessee, says that directed
by former Attorney Genwas
filed
whole
Colof
Une
the
travel from the
the Increased production of foodstuffs,
orado line to the Cumberland moun- eral Frank W. Clancy, to compel the
She Is mayor of Morehaven.
tains was one immense cornfield of state treasurer to honor a warrant for
Distillers of the country will not the highest quality.
$2,500 on account of services In the
close down Sept. 8, when the food
boundary suit of the State of New
proclamation
A
urging
parents
the
law regulating the manufacture of disMexico against Texas.
guardians
to
of
state
and
the
exert
tilled spirits goes Into effect Several every
effort to cause all children of
have contracts with the allied governFort Sumner Wins County Seat
school age to continue their education,
ments to furnish a certain quantity
any circumstance reot
Roswell.
regardless
Fort Sumner won in the
of alcohol for the manufacture of powsulting
from the war, has been Issued ccunty seat election held in De Baca
der. Many will manufacture alcohol
county.
by Governor Llndsey.
in limited quantity.
Temple,
a
Miss
Helen
graduate
ot
Free insurance for the members ot
on English Estate Settlement.
the societies comprising the National he civil service department of the Agree
Fé. The problem of disposSanta
College,
Albuquerque
Congress
of
during
received a call
America
Fraternal
the time they are at the front was the from the War Department to report ing of the estate ot the late M. L.
recommendation made by I. I. Boak of at once In Washington to accept a English, well known stockman who
Denver, president of the congress, in position In Provost General Crówder's v.as killed near Cerrillos by lightning
recently, has been settled. The daugh'
an address delivered before the fourth office at a salary of $1,000 a year.
tcr, Anita English de Montoya, of
annual convention held recently In
The domestic corporations organized Springs, N. M., Is to get all of the esChicago.
New Mexico in the calendar year tate, except a Ford car, on condition
Choice beeves sold Aug. 27 at the in
1916, had an aggregate capital stock she pays over to Mrs. Maggie English,
Chicago Union stockyards at $16.30,
$38,675,510, and the foreign corpptT
the widow, who was In Oklahoma at
a new high price record for cattle on of
admitted to do business In the
afions
Mr. English's death, the''
the hoof.- The new figure was 80

Zeltung.

Getting Old Too Fast?
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Mrs. Frank Low, 428
W. First 8t., Love-lan- d,
Colo., saya: "I

PREPARING DOCUMENTS

26-2-

DOINGS AND

HAPPENINGS

THAT

MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
Weatern Nt wapapar Union Newa Bervlca.

ABOUT THE WAR
Rigid discipline at home and at
front needed to save Russia.
High water mark of war Is reached
la Indicated In WllBon's reply to Pope.
Berlin reporta the capture of Rus-liapositions
near Jacobstadt, between Riga and Dvlnsk.
Official reports Indicate that American destroyers have accounted for sevwith their weapons.
eral
Word has been received Indicating
steamship
that the Brilfr.h 7,000-toVerdi has been sunk with the loss of
six of her crew.
President Wilson cabled the Moscow council, backing up the "blood
and Iron" rule of Kerensky and
pledging new Russia America's aid.
The American schooner .Laura C.
Anderson, was sunk by bombs from a
submarine. All the members of the
crew were picked up and landed at an
English port.
Gen. Cadorna Is giving the
no rest. The Italians are driving ahead steadily In spite of the furious counters and have taken some
new positions.
Following the bombardment of the
(ity of Triest, the British and Italian
warships' have announced they escaped injury and inflicted heavy damage on the enemy.
As the result of a British attack .on
the Flanders front the British lines
have been advanced along a front of
more than 2,000 yards astride the St.
road.
The French gained an advance of
1,000 yards and captured 1,000 men In
an assault near Verdun Monday. The
German assaults on the Aisne front
also ba,ve been blocked by . the
French.
Along the front in Flanders and
northern France hard rains have set
In, causing an abatement In the fighting. The Germans have ceased their
counter attacks in the Verdun sector,
evidently finding their task useless.
The rule of "blood and iron" has
begun In Russia, one regiment having
been "dispersed" in disgrace for de
serting their posts on the Rumanian
front. In other sections of the eastern front the Russians are stiffening
their resistance and Thursday reported having blocked the advance of
the enemy.
n

n

Aus-trtan- s

Jullen-Poelcapell- e

WESTERN
Robbers slay paymasters and escape with large sum of money in Chicago.

Labor disorders on Pacific Coast
have reached the climax and conditions are bettered.
George W. France, postmaster of a
country town in Oregon, pleaded
guilty In the federal court at Portland, of having violated the espionage
act by trying to dissuade men from
enlisting in the navy.
Ferdinand Schumann, son of Mme.
Schumunn-Helnk- ,
was denied exemption from the national army by the
district exemption board at Phoenix,
Ariz., where Schumann has extensive
mining and cattle interests.
Steps have been taken by the federal reserve board for a referendum
of the national banks of Wyoming to
determine whether they prefer to
have, that state attached to the
branch reserve bank soon to be established in Denver or to the branch
already authorized in Omaha.
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DISAPPOINTED AT NOT
BEING ABLE TO CHECK WAR

PONTIFF

111

TIME.

AT PRESENT

Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.

Rome, Sept. 1. After president
Wilson's answer to Pope Benedict's
peace proposal was presented by the
British minister at the Vatican,
Cerrettl, newly appointed assistant secretary of state, immediately took the document to the pope.
The pontiff dpes not read English,
but he had a rapid verbal translation
made and be was much touchod by
its wording. The pope remarked as to

DOAN'S "pJiV

Mon-slgn-

the "lofty sentiments expressed and
also the kindly, humane cpirit and
manner" used by the President In rejecting the Vatican's proposals, but as
to the answer received, he was unable
to repress his disappointment that his
efforts to check the war as yet were
unsuccessful.
It is net yet known whether the
pope will make Immediate answer to
certain points In the note, or wait
until all the powers have replied and
then give the same answer to all.
However, It is certain that the pope
Is
dally
preparing an Immense
amount of documentary testimony to
prove that his principal points are
thore already admitted or agreed to
by all the belligerents.
The j oint emphasized in President
Wilson's note that no one can have
faith In the honor of the German rulers, of accept their signatures to a
peace treaty, is a problem that has focused the attention of the pontiff.
It Is evident that be was not content to cease his peace efforts but will
continue their discussion in further
notes, probably for the next four or
five mont'bs.

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR- N

REMEDY FOR

A GUARANTEED

HAY

FEVER-ASTH-

MA

Tout amit mu i annmniB br row imreltt
wltbontany question If thl remedy doeanot beiirM
ant; eaae vf Amhma, Bronchial Aathma and th

Hay Keyer. No
AathmatloaTmpiomAaccompftnylna
matter bow violent tba attack oi ubaUnate tba eaaa

R.SCHIFFMAKX'S

rV

ÜSTiinADoy
AND ASTHMADOR

CIGARETTES

poaltlTelr flraa INSTANT RBLlsr In everv eaae
and hu permanently cured thousands who bad been
conaldered Incurable, after having tried every othel
ahould aval)
mean! of relief In tain. Asthmatloa
themtelvea of thlaguarantaeolTur through thelrowa
package and present thla
drngglat. Buy a
announcement to jrour drugglat. ion will be tba
ole Judge aa to whether you are benetltied and the
druggist will gira yon back your money If yon art
not. Wa do not know of aa fairer propoelUun
which wa ouuld make.
R. SchWmann Co, Proprietors,
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81. Paul, Minn.

His Chief Desire.
Pershing told In Paris a
story ahout a. young American soldier.
,"IIe talked a lot on the voyage over,"
said the generul, "of the delight he
would take In sightseeing when on
leave.
"'Don't miss Notre Dnme cathedral
In Purls,' said a French volunteer.
" 'You bet I won't !' said he.
"'Don't miss Westminster abbey in
London,' said
Scot.
" 'No, airee ! But, say, fellows,' the
young soldier declared, 'the thing I'm
craziest of all to see Is the Church of
England.' "
-

General

long-distanc- e

g

90c

I

Copper, prices will be fixed by President Wilson.
Heaviest taxes on war profits are
demanded by senators.
Enlisted and drafted men to be
given opportunity to .become officers.
Nearly $400,000,000. was paid Into
the treasury Thursday In the final installment of the Liberty Loan.
President Wilson replied to the
pope's peace note, declining the proffer of peace along the lines suggested
by the Vatican.
The ten women arrested In front of
the White House making a demonstration In behalf of the National Woman's party were fined $25 each.
President Wilson approved estimates of the Navy Department for the
expenditure of an additional $350,000,-00for new destroyers to combat German submarines.
Americans returning from Canada
may bring free of duty $100 worth of
canned goods and other food stuffs
under a ruling announced by the
Treasury Department.
Membership of, the American Red
Cross has reached the 3,500,000 mark
and is increasing at the rate of 25,000
to 100,000 a day, according to a headquarters announcement
The price of $2.20 a bushel was
fixed for the 1917 crop of wheat by
President Wilson on the recommendation of the wheat price committee, cents higher than the record price es
leaded by Dr. H. A. Garfield.
tablished last week.
0

had several attacks ot
backache and other
kidney disorders that
made me miserable.
Whenever I stooped,
sharp
paint darted
through my hipa and I
could hardly straighten. If I stood much,
the attacks were more
severe. Doan's Kid
ney rills completely v
cured me.
Cat Doaa'e al Aar Star. 60e a Bos

I

,

f

.

ttate had a total capital of $20,625,6C,''1 sum of $2,500.
a grand total of $59,300,610.
?
agreed upon.

4

This

I

the settlement
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ITALY WINS ON TWO PLATEAUS.

Forces Gain In Struggle for
Monte San Gabrlele.
Rome, Sept. 1. The assault on the
Russian warships by German airplanes
in the gulf of Riga Indicates that Germany Is preparing a campaign by land
and sea for the great Baltic naval
base. Ninety bombs were dropped on
the Russian ships in the harbor and
on the harbor works.
German destroyers and trawlers
have been sighted in the gulf of Riga
and the big battle is expected to open
at an early date.
The Italians have made new gains
on the Balnsizza and Carso plateaus
and against the great stronghold of
Monte San Gabrlele. The line is grad
ually getting closer to Triest.
The British have repulsed a raid of
the Germans near Lens. London also
reports an advance of British troops
in Palestine.
East of Cerny the French claim
minor successes, and also a renewal of
artillery activity on both banks of
the Meuse. .
On the rest of the western front the
operations Beem to have settled down
to Intermittent arillryl23456 12345 12
to intermittent artillery duels.
Cadorna

Smile on wash day. That's when yon use
Red CroM Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
now. All grocers. Adr.

SMALL

BOY

HAD

NOTICED

That He Knew Man In Khaki aa
Marine Did Credit to Hia Powers

.of

Observation.

A group of youngsters was playing
on Riverside drive, says the New
York Times. A military man, dressed
In khaki and accompanied by a young
lady, approached the group. The boys
stopped their playing nnd, with nudges
and gesticulation, were evidently trying to Identify the man in khaki.
As the young lndy and her escort
drew nearer, one youngster with an
nlr of superior knowledge Informed
his companions:
"He's a United

States marine."
Overhenring the remark, the young
lady questioned the small boy: "How
do you know he Is a marine?"
"Why, lndy," exclnlmed the youngster, "he wears an ornament on his hat
showing an engle, globe nnd anchor,
but doesn't wear any hat cord."
The colored hat cords, yellow, blue
and red, help many civilians to recognize at once a cavalryman, an Infantryman or artilleryman. However, the
United States marine dressed In khaki
Child 'Law Ruled Unconstitutional.
Is still an enigma to many persons
N. C. Federal Judge
Greensboro,
who lack
powers of observation
James E. Boyd declared the Keating-Owe- displayed tjlie
by the small boy on Riverchild labor law unconstitutional.
side
n

drive.

PASTOR

ADMITS

AX

,

MURDERS.

He Killed Eight
In Villisca Home.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, Sept. 1. The
Rev. Lynn J. G. Kelly has confessed
the Villisca ax murders in 1912.
Thursday morning he called Sheriff
M. D. Meyes of Harrison county,
State Agent Risden and County Attorney P. D. Roadifer to his cell and
asked to make confession. Mr. Roadifer typed the confession which Kelly
signed.
It is a complete and unqualified admission of killing Joe Moore, his wife,

Preacher Confesses

Too Long,

"Haven't you and Horry been engaged long enough to get married?"
'Too long. He hnsn't got a cent
left."

,

their four children, Herman, Kather-ine- ,
Boyd and Paul, and Lena and Jna
Stillinger on the night ot June 9, 1912,
with an ax.
Sheriff Meyers by telephone denied
meththe reports that
ods bad been used by the officials in
securing the confirmation from Kelly.
"third-degree-

"

Logan, Iowa. The Rev. Lynn J.
Kelly, who is reported to have made
a confession In connection with the
Villisca, Iowa, ax murders, repudiated
the alleged confession In a statement
to his attorney.

Reichstag Warns Government.
A warning that unCopenhagen,
less the German government heeds
demands of the Reichstag for reforms
the majority parties will take measures, was, given before the Reichstag
main committee. Resolutions ot the
majority Introduced by Dr. Karl
Heine, Socialist demanded for the
fourth or fifth time abolition of the
political censorship and limitation of
the military censorship to facts connected with the conduct of the war
and criticism thereof.

Coffee Drinkers
who we
A--

.

usually

after they
change to the
delicious, pure food-drin-k

postui-

-

"There's a Reason"

THE
To deal with such a power by way
of peace upon the plan proposed by
his holiness, the pope, would, so far as
we can see, Involve a recuperation of
Its strength and a renewal of its policy; would make it necessary to create
a permanent hostile combination of nations against the German4 people, who
are Us Instruments; and would result
In abandoning the new-borRussia to

POPE'S PEACE
PLEA REJECTED
PERMANENT WORLD TRANQUILLITY AIM OF AMERICA AND
ALLIES, SAYS WILSON.

n

FULLTEXT OF Ü.S, REPLY
WORD

OF KAISER CANNOT BE
TAKEN AS GUARANTEE THAT
WAR WILL END.

Wutern Newspaper Union News Sarvlct.
To Ills Holiness, Benedictas XV.,

Pope:
In acknowledgment of the communication of your Holiness to the belligerent peoples, dated August 1, 1917,
the President of the United States requests mo to transmit the following
reply:
Every heart that has not been blinded and hardened by thto terrible war
must be touched by this moving appeal of his Holiness, the Pope; must
feel the dignity and force of the humane and generous motives which
prompted It, and must fervently wish
that we might take the path of peace
he so persuasively points out; but It
would be folly to take it If It does
not, In fact, lead to the goal he proposes.

Our response must be based upon
the stern facts and upon nothing else.
It Is not a mere cessation of arms be
desires; It is a stable and enduring
peace. This agony must not be gone
through with again, and It must be a
matter of very sober Judgment that
will insure us against it.
To Free Peoples From Militarism.
His Holiness in substance proposes
that we return to the status quo ante
bellum, and that then there be a general condonation disarmament and a
concert of nations based upon an acceptance of the principle of arbitration; that by a similar concert freedom of the seas be established and
that the territorial claims of France
and Italy, the perplexing problems of
the Balkan states and the restitution
of Poland be left to such conciliatory
adjustments as may be possible In the
new temper of such a peace, due regard being paid to the aspirations of
the peoples whose political fortunes
and affiliations will be Involved.
It Is manifest that no part of this
program can be successfully carried
out unless the restitution of the status
quo ante bellum furnishes a firm and
satisfactory basis for it. The object
of this war is to deliver the free peoples of the world from the menace and
the actual power of a vast military establishment controlled by an Irresponsible government which, having secretly planned to dominate the world,
proceeded to carry the plan out without regard either to the sacred obligations of treaty or the
practices and
principles of international action and
honor; which chose its own time for
war; delivered its blow fiercely
tb
and suddenly; stopped at no barrier
either of law or of mercy; swept a
whole continent within the tide of
blood not the blood of soldiers only
but the blood of Innocent women and
children also and of the helpless poor;
and now stands balked, but not des
of the
feated, the enemy of
d

d

four-fifth-

world.
Would Need Hostile Combinations.
This power Is not the German people. It is no business of ours bow
that great people came under its control or submitted with temporary seat
to the domination of its purpose; but
it is our business to see to it that the
fclstory of the rest of the world Is no
longer left to its handling.

Entire Family In Service of U. 8.
Denver. Jennings D. McLeod, special agent of the United States general land office in Denver, has made
more than the "greatest sacrifice" to
his country. He has not only given
himself to his land, but has given his
wife and son also. Mr. McLeod left
with the rest of the Colorado troops
for the second officers' reserve
Ing camp at Fort Sheridan. Mrs. McLeod will leave for ber old home in
Tennessee to Join the Red Cross for
son,
work in France. Their
Jerre, will enter the United States na
ral training school at Norfolk, Va., to
prepare for the navy.

the intrigué, the manifold subtle inter
ference, the certain counter revolution
which would be attempted by all the
malign influences to which the Gor
man government has of late accuS'
tomed the world. Can peace be based
upon a restitution of its power or upon
any word of honor it could pledge, in
a treaty of settlement and accommodation
Responsible statesmen must now
everywhere see, if they never saw before, that no peace can rest securely
upon political or economic restrictions
meant to benefit some nations and
cripple or embarrass others, upon vtn
dlctlve action of any sort or any kind
of revenge or deliberate injury. The
American people have suffered Intolerable wrongs at the hands of the Imperial German government, but they
desire no reprisal upon the German
people, who have themselves suffered
all things In this war, which they did
not choose.
Equal Freedom and Security.
They believe that peace should rest
upon the rights of peoples, not the
rights of governments the rights of
peoples, great or small, weak or powerfultheir equal right to freedom
and
and security and
to a participation upon fair terms in
the economic opportunities of the
world the German people, of course,
included, if they will accept equality
and not seek domination.
The test, therefore, of every plan of
peace Is this: Is it based upon the
faith of all the peoples involved or
merely upon the word of an ambitious
and intriguing government on the one
hand, and of a group of free peoples
on the other? This is a test which
goes to the root of the matter; and it
Is the test which must be applied.
The purposes of the United States
In this war are known to the whole
world to every people to whom ths
truth baa been permitted to come.
They do not need to be stated again.
We seek no material advantage of any
kind. .We believe that the intolerable
wrongs done in this war by the furious and brutal power of the Imperial
German government ought to be repaired, but not at the expense of the
sovereignty of any people rather
vindication of the sovereignty both of
those that are weak and those that
are strong.
Peace on Justice and Fairness.
Punitive damages, the dismember
ment of empires, the establishment of
selfish and exclusive economlo leagues
we deem Inexpedient and in the end
worse than futile, no proper basis for
a peace of any kind, least of all tot
an enduring peace. That must be
based upon justice and fairness and
the common rights of mankind.
We cannot take the word of the
present rulers of Germany as a guar
antee of anything that is to enduro
unless explicitly supported by such
conclusive evidence of the will and
purpose of the German people themselves as the other peoples of the
world would be justified in accepting.
Without such guarantees treaties of
settlement, agreements for disarmament, covenants to set up arbitration
in the place of force, territorial adjustments, reconstltutions of small nations, if made with the German government, no man, no nation, could now
depend on. We must await some new
evidence of the purposes of the great
God
peoples of the central powers.
grant it may be given soon and In a
way to restore the confidence of all
peoples everywhere in the faith of nations, and the possibility jot a covenanted peace. ROBERT LANSING.
Secretary of State of the United
States of America.

'

Thousands Visited Estes Hatcheries.
Estes Park. According to the records of the Thompson fish hatchery
at Estes Park, since May 25, 1917, and
up to Aug. 22nd, the number of visitors has been 11,437, which is an increase of 1,231 for the same period
last year. All of the states of the
union have been represented with the
exception of Delaware, New Hampshire, North Carolina and Vermont
and several were registered as hailing from the District of Columbia,
Cuba, Alaska and the Philippine Islands.

Provost Marshal Sends R. R. Tickets.
More than 20,000
Washington.
Mlchaells May Lose Chancellorship.
blank railroad vouchers are being
The possibility of mailed out by the provost marshal
Copenhagen.
snother change in chancellors In Ger- general's office tor the transportation
many Is discussed by George Bern-har- of the draft army to fcamp. The tickHe ets are being mailed to the governors
in the Vossische Zeltung.
says that it is plainly evident already o states, who, in turn, will distribute
that. the appointment of a minor offi- them to approximately 4,500 local
cial like Dr. Michaells without gener- boards.
al political experience, was a great
Opens Club for American Boya.
mistake, and that the results desired
Newport, R. I. Mrs. Vincent Astor
are not apt to be reached quickly under the leadership of the new admin- has opened a club for American
"somewhere in France."
istration.
d

blue-Jacke-

,

Serious Food Situation In Sweden.
London. A serious domestic situation is confronting Sweden, due to the
exploitation of the food supply by
and the' industrial stagnation, according to advices received
here.

8enator Wants Cloture.
Washington. Senator Shafroth is
getting tired of the Senate's "monkeying" with the war revenue bill. He
thinks the procrastination is disgraceful and he signed a petition to invoke
cloture.

Chinese Generals Offer 50,000 Men.
Peking. Generals La Pel Chlng,
Lung Chi Kwang and Ku Chin Tan,
eommandlng 50,000 troops of Yunnan,
Kwei Chow and Kwang Tung provinces, have ffered forces for services
' ' r
(a Europe.

Church Conference Opens.
Pueblo. The annual conference of
the United Brethren Church for Colorado opened here today with about
sixty ministers in attendance. Bishop
O. J. Kepbart of Kansas City was the

Colorado

principal speaker.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

unusuully
dlrricult to
E4tLer type Is drawn by four
horses, or ia some cases by a traction
engine, and Is operated by three men,
Including the driver. Such plows average about 150 pounds In weight ant
Necessary Tools and Machinery sell at an average price of from $12
to $13, but heavier plows of this type
Needed for Building.
runge in cost up to about $30. With
average soil conditions they may be
made to turn a furrow about 7 or 8
USE GF ELEVATING GRADERS inches deep and from 8 to 10 Inches
wide. The hurdpon plows vary considerably In weight and selling price
but cost more tlmn the turn plows.
y
8uceees-'ullMay
Operated
Machine
Be
higher cost is that
With
Tractor , One reason for the
points must be mode of a very high
the
Horses
or Twelve
grade of steel In order to be durable.
Scrapers and Wagons.
Drag scrapers ore made In
e
sizes, which
and
(Prepared Specially by the United States have respective rated cupucltles of 3,
Department ot Agriculture.)
The use of elevating graders Is 5 and 7 cubic feet. Drag scrapers
empty,
sometimes desirable in the construc- have an average weight, when
100
75
to
pounds,
and
in acof
from
tion of earth roads. The essential feas
tures of this machine are a plow with tual capacity of about
a heavy moldboard, an elevating belt, the rated capacity. The price, f. o. b.
a suitable
supporting the fuctory, overages from $4 to $0 per

other

BOH

EARTH ROIiOS

Well-Traine- d

earth

.

14-hors-

three-fourth-

frame for

plow and belt, and driving and adjusting mechanisms for operating the belt
and controlling the work. The plow
loosens the material and throws It
onto the belt, which conveys and deposits It either in the roadbed or
wagons.

scraper.
In operating drag scrapers the drivers also may loud and empty the
scraper, but frequently It Is economical to provide additional laborers for
this purpose. With a haul length of
100 feet and the teams moving steadily, one laborer should be able to load
or empty and spread the material for
about three scrapers. , For scraper
work to be effective the material to
be excavated must be thoroughly loosened by the plows and should be free
from large roots or stones. Where
such obstructions occur time Is saved
by having them removed by hand during the process of plowing.
The average small organization for
work with
carrying on
drag scrapers is made up about as follows:

Elevating graders are adapted especially to building up embankments
with materiai excavated from Bhallow
borrow ditches along each side of the
road. They also may be used to advantage in excavating long, shallow,
through cuts and loading the material
thus excavated into wagons for use
in building up embankments at other
points. The latter use, however, is
restricted to situations where there is
sufficient space to operate the grader
and at the saine time afford passuge-wa- y
for the teams and wagons to follow under the end of the belt to re- Force:
1 foreman.
ceive the successive loads as the
4 to 8 scraper drivers.
grader is drawn forward.
2 laborers (or loading icrapers.
2 laborera (or dumping
and spreading.
Operating Elevating Grader.
1 driver (or plow.
It is customary to employ a trac1 laborer to hold plow.
1 laborer (or trimming shoulders, etc.
tion engine for operating the elevating
e
4 to 6
teams (or acraperi.
e
grader, though teams are used some1 or 2
teams (or plow.
1
Total,
(oreman, 14 laboren, and 7
times. Ordinarily, the machine may
teams.
be operated successfully either with Tool a:
6 drag scrapers (capacity 5 cubic feet).
a
power tractor or with 12
1 road plow.
road-gradin- g

two-hprs-

horses.

well-traine- d

The rate at which earth con be excavated with an elevating grader is
relatively very high when conditions
ore favorable and the grader con be
kept moving. But there are a number
of rather complicated parts about such
a machine which sometimes get out
of order, and the work also Is usually
hampered by many unforeseen contingencies, such as "bogging" of the
wñeels, choking of the plow or the
elevator belt, occurrence of buried
stumps or stones in the excavation,
etc. For these reasons the actual capacity of elevating graders, considered
-

over

A

long period,

seldom Is more

f
or
thnn about
the
rated capacity, and where the material
Is loaded Into wagons as it is exea vat- one-thir- d

one-hal-

FRIEND OF THE FIRE HORSE

loosen.

picks.
y
axes.
mattocks.
shovels.
The force employed should vary
somewhut with the haul length, which
is usually between 25 feet and 150 feet.
Under average conditions an organization such as that described above
should move from 300 to 350 cubic
duy.
yards of earth per
Objectionable Feature.
An objectionable feature of
work is that the embankments
tend to settle very Irregularly. The
reason Is that the successive loads are
not spread out uniformly as they are
dumped, but ure deposited as a succession of rather compact cores with the
Intervening spaces consisting of comparatively loose material. The loose
2
2
2
5

drag-scrap-

er

In Detroit Animals Showed Affection
for the Man Who Cared for Them
For Many Years, -

BIG

G

III

WESTERH CANADA

For 27 years Martin Cooney has
been superintendent of horses for the
fire department of Detroit, Mich., says
the News of that city. lie has bought Good Yields of Wheat, Splendid
every horse used by the department
Production of Pork, Beef,
In that time; he has tended them
Mutton and Wool.
through sickness and has been obliged
to end the agonies of many of them.
The latest reports give an assurSo great has been his love for horses
ance
of good grain crops throughout
furlough,
he
that
has never taken a
or even kept his Sundays for himself. most of Wentern Canada, where the
Night and day he has watched over wheat, oats and bnrley are now being
harvested, about ten days earlier than
the horses.
last year. Manitoba, Saskatchewan
In winter, when the horses, steaming from their swift run to the fires, and Alberta are all "doing their bit"
way towards furnishing
have stood and shivered us the bloze In a noble
was fought, it was Martin Cooney, who food for the allies.
While the total yield of wheat will
hurried to the scene, and saw that they
not
be as heavy as In 1915, there
were blanketed. Back in their barns,
it was Martin Cooney who saw that ore indications that it will be an averthey were rubbed down and made age crop in most of the districts.
warm and comfortable.
When their A letter received at the St. Paul office
feet were sore it was Martin Cooney of the Canadian Government, from a
who dressed them, and when the farmer near Delia, Alberta, says harstrenuous life of fire department horses vest in that district Is one month
mode them unfit for such serv- enrlltsr than last yenr. His wheat crop
ice, Mortin Cooney saw to It that they Is estimated at 35 bushels per acre,
were sold to farmers and not to city while some of his neighbors will have
more. The average in the district will
drivers, who might abuse them.
But the endless tolls of days and be about 80 bushels per acre. Now,
nights has taken toll of Mr. Cooney, with the price of wheat in the neighand recently he retired from active borhood of $2 per bushel, it is safe to
service. And because he has been a say that there will be very few farmfriend to horses he is glad that auto- ers tut will be able to bank from formobiles are replacing them for fire ty to fifty dollars per acre after paying all expenses of seeding, harvestservice in downtown Detroit
"Pounding over hard, slippery ing and threshing, as well as taxes.
downtown streets shortened the lives The price of land In this district is
of the horses," Mr. Cooney explained. from $25 to $30 per acre". What may
"When we used them all over the city, be said of this district will apply to
the average Ufe of a horse in the de- almost any other In Manitoba, Saspartment was four or five years ; now katchewan or Alberta. Many farmers
that they are confined to the envir- have gone to Western Canada from '
ons their average is five or six the United States In the past three or
years. Of course some last much four years, who having purchased
longer. There was one --that lasted lands, had the pleasure of completing
thirteen years, and is now comfortable the payments before they were due.
They have made the money out of
on a farm near Detroit
"When I Joined the fire department their crops during the past couple of
we had about 130 horses. At one time years, and If they ore as successful In
we hod 234 horses ; that was the high-wat- the future as In tr- post they will
.d their families
put
themselves
have
mark. Now we have about 150,
years beyond oil possibility of lack of
more than we had twenty-seve- n
ago, despite the great number of fire money for the rest of their lives. It
trucks. That is because Detroit's out- Is not only In wheat that the farmers
lying districts are more populous now of Western Canada are making money.
Their hogs have brought then wealth,
than the entire city was then.
"The horses knew me when I came and hogs are easy to raise there barinto any of the stations. They would ley is plentiful and grass abundant,
whinny and crane their necks. I broke ond the climate Just the kind that
hogs glory In. The price Is good and
thera In and they never forgot me.
"The thing which makes me happiest likely to remain so for a long time.
A few days since a farmer from
Is that all old horses are sent to farms,
where there are no hord roads to irri- Daysland, Alberta, shipped a carload
tate their weakened feet A horse is of hogs to the St. Paul market, and
too intelligent and too good a friend to got a higher price than was ever bebe abused after Its full period of use- fore paid on that market Two million three hundred and seventy-seve- n
fulness Is passed."
thousand two hundred and fifty dollars was received at Winnipeg for
How They Shoot In China.
Details of the battle in Peking be- Western hogs during the first six
tween Chang Hsun's
forces months of this year. 181,575 hogs
ond the besieging republican troops were sold at nn average price of $15
indicate that the hostilities were more per cwt, ond hod an average weight
exciting than dangerous, remarks the of 200 pounds each. The raising of
hogs Is a profitable and continually
Salt Lake
The dictator was surrounded by growing Industry of Western Conoda,
about 4,000 of his followers when he and this class of stock Is raised as
sought refuge in the Forbidden City, economically here as anywhere on the
and the attacking party numbered at North American continent. There is
practically no hog disease, and imleast five times as many.
Chinese soldiers have never been mense quantities of food can be pronoted for expert skill in handling fire- duced cheaply.
It has been told for years that the
arms, as substantiated by the authentic report that "considering the enor- grasses of Western Canada supply to
mous quantity of ammunition used and both beef and milk producers the nuthe number of troops engaged" the tritive properties that go to the develcasualties were remarkably small, only opment of both branches. The stories
ten killed and thirty wounded among that are now being published by
combatants and three times the num- dairymen ond beef cattle men verify
ber of killed and wounded among "In- all the predictions that have ever been
made regarding the country's Imnocent bystanders."
For obvious reasons Uncle Sam was portance in the raising of both beef
simply giving the Chinese sound and and dairy cattle. The sheep Industry
friendly advice when he told them to Is developing rapidly. At a sale at
keep out 'of the way and harmonize Calgary 151,453 pounds of wool were
disposed of at sixty cents a pound.
their Internal differences.
At a sale at Edmonton 60,000 pounds
were sold at even better prices than
,
Master of Proportions.
those paid at Calgary. The total clip
An eager young teacher was reviewing the Sunday school lesson In a mis- this season wiU probably approximate
Many reports
sion church in Brooklyn. The subject two million pounds.
was "Moses and the Bush That are to hand showing from six to eight
Burned Without Being Consumed." pounds per fleece. 35 carloads were
The boys of ten and twelve had been sent to the Toronto market alone.
er
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TYPICAL

CROSS

SECTION FOR EARTH

ROAD

WTwidlh of road between ditches not less than 20 feet
D" variei from 2 feet lo
feet depending on the rainfall and" grade.
HT crown, varies from J inch to the foot for level grade to I inch to
the foot for a grade of

i

Tiá--l

i

ed the actual .capacity of the machine
may be reduced still further. Elevating graders of the size used ordinarily
In road work have a rated capacity of
about 100 cubic yards per hour.
Use of Scrapers, Wagons, Etc.
To grade a road of any considerable
length, no matter where it is located,
usually will require a considerable
amount of work with devices other
than the grading machine and elevating grader. The latter machine, as
previously explained, may be very economical
for special conditions to
which they are adopted! But these
special conditions seldom prevail for
snort
comparatively
more
than
stretches of road without sections intervening which require that a relatively, large volume of materlul be
moved from excavation to embankment within a distance of only a few
hundred feet. Figure 1 shows a typical cross section for an earth road,
where the grading machine hardly
could be used advantageously except
for finishing the road surface. To accomplish work of this kind economically, the devices for loosening, loading and hauling the material must all
be adapted to turning around quickly
in a small space and, not Infrequently,
must be such as to be handled readily
over very rough ground. Such implements as wagons, wheeled scrapers,
drag scrapers and plows therefore
Bhould form a part of the equipment
projon practically all,

material settles more than the compacted spots, and this unequal settlement produces pockets in the surface
Which hold water and gradually become deepened under the action of

ects.
The choice of proper implements to
employ in moving material from excavation to embankment depends, first,
on the nature and quantity of the
material to be moved, and, second, on
the length of haul. In general,, where
the material consists of earth It Is
loosened with plows and the economical method of hauling Is fixed by the
iiaul length about as follows:
For lengths of haul not .exceeding
150 feet, drag scrapers ; for lengths of
haul between 150 feet and 600 feet,
wheeled' scrapers ; for lengths of haul
above 600 feet, wagons. Where the
material consists of solid rock It must
be loosened by drilling and blasting
and practically always is hauled in
wagons or carts, regardless of, the haul
length.
Types of Plows Used.
Two types of ploys commonly are
used In road grading. One is the type
generally used for loosening ordinary
soils, while the other is used for breaking up hardpan, lode road surfaces and

the drivers.

road-gradin- g

traffic.
Use Wheeled Scrapers,
Wheeled scrapers are used to a
greater extent In road grading than
either drag scrapers or wagons. The
reason for this Is that In road work the
huul length falls, more frequently than
otherwise, within the limits for which
wheeled scrapers are economical. Several different sizes of such scrapers are
In ordinary use, but the size employed
most commonly has an actual load
capacity of from 11 to 15 cubic feet, according to how heavily the load Is
heaped. Scrapers of this size ordinarily sell for from $35 to $50 f. o. b. fac-

tory.
In operating wheeled scrapers the
materlul Is loosened by plowing, in the
manner already described, and Is loaded by the scooping action of the
scraper. Two horses Usuully are sufficient to draw the scraper after It is
loaded, but a second team, called a
snatch team, is hitched in at the front
of the tongue to assist in loading. The
snatch team should consist of either
two or three horses, according to the
character of the material, and one
snatch team should serve several
scrapers. The loading and dumping
of the scrapers are done by laborers
provided for that purpose and not by
A small organization for carrying on
graded work with wheeled scrapers
may be made up about as given below :

Force:
1 foreman.
6 to 11 drivers.
1 laborer (or plowing.
2 laborers (or loading scrapers.
2 laborers (or dumping and spreading.
1 laborer to trim slopes, etc.
1
team (or plow.
4 to 8
teams (or scrapers.
1 or 2
snatch teams.
Total: 1 (oreman, 17 laborers, 11 teams.
Tools:
8 wheeled scrapers (capacity 11 to 15 cubic (eet).
1 road plow.
two-hor-

two-hor-

two-hor-

2

picks.

mattocks.
axes.
shovels.
The force employed should vary with
the haul length, usually from 150 feet
to 600 feet Six to eight scrapers
should be employed where the haul exceeds 250 feet. Where necessary one
of the snatch teams may be used to assist the plow team.
Such an outfit should move from 200
to 250 cubic yards of earth per
day.
2
2
5

10-ho-

greatly Interested in the story and Advertisement
eager to expose their
Art's Inefficiency. ,
Answers followed her
"A successful marine painter acquestions with the rapidity of a maknowledges that he can't- even row a
chine gun.
boat."
"Now, Harry, it's your turn."
"Well, welll"
"Tessum," was the confident an"That's nothing. There's many a
swer.
'
Tell me what there was about this sweet singer of the bucolic Ufe who.
burning bush that was different from doesn't know how to milk a' cow.", ,
any bushes that have burned since."
The boy knew you could tell from YOU MAY TRY CUTICURÁ FREE
the snapping of his eyes but he
paused to formulate his words. "Why, That's the Rule Free Samples to Any,
ma'am, you see this here bush it
one Anywhere.,
burned up but it didn't burn down 1"
exThe teacher herself could not have
We have so much confidence In the
plained it better. Youth's Compan- wonderful soothing and healing peeper-- ,
ion.
ties of Cutlcura Ointment for all skjn
troubles supplemented by hot baths
The Boon of a Short Memory.
with Cutlcura Soap that we are ready
A Canadian corporal writes that the
to send samples on request They are
condition of the "roads" often appears
ideal
for the toilet
a perfect pandemonium until one gets
Free sample each by mall with Book.
used to it One of tb strains that
counts In this war is on coming out of Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept L,
Adv.
the trenches to go to a rest billet Up Boston. Sold everywhere.
In the Une a man Is keyed up to stand
'
Surely.
a bombardment, and there is a fierce
to pay
borrows
Peter
"He
from
oy in getting to close quarters with a
bayonet But when the relief is over, raul."
"Well, that's all, right, If you happen
and the regiment is on its way for
to
be Pawl."
four or five miles to rest billets, the
stimulus Is lacking, the pack seems
A Preliminary.
doubly heavy, and the road is very
your efforts In this
I
"Can
enlist
hard to feet softened by three or four
work?"
day's of wearing gumboots la the mud volunteer
"I must first recruit my health."
of the trenches. In 24 hours, with a
bath, a shave, and clean kit, there wlU
be different men; for memory is merWhen Your Eyes Need Care
cifully short in this war, and the comTry Murine Eye Remedy
forts or discomforts of the moment are No SmtrUnf Jmt
Comfort. 60 eenu el
or mull. Wr1t for Free Ure Book.
Xmfffflit8
the things that count.
BlUKiNB EVK BEMBDX CO., CUICAÜI
were now
knowledge.
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CHOOL
boo:KS

Thi'j nation, under God, ihall
have a new birth ol freedom,
and that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, shall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

HERE'S

TO

OLD

--

GLORY, GOD

If anyone attempts to haul Jown
the American flag, ahoot him on the
I

)apol

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

at

i..

John A. Dix.

Your

Christian Ohurcn.

presence is necessary.

Hall, Supt

Rev.

E.

Y. P. S. C.

President
Miss ullian Gkinf.r, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Uoy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
R,

C . GrcUNlG,

'

CHRISTIAN

ROY

,

School Season

BLESS HER!

,

i

Year

matter at the

Entered as
postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.
second-clas-

and Diarrhoea Remedy

. '
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
Colic and Diarrhoea
.
Sept 5. 1917,
'j "Chamberlain's
Remedy was" used by my father about
The following is a list of letters a year ago when he had diarrhoea. It
remaining in the Post Office, at relieved him immediately, by taking
Roy, New Mexico for more than three doses he was absolutely cured.
fourteen days prior to JSept 3rd He has ureal faith in this remrdy,"
writes Mr. W. H. Williams, Stanley,
n. Y.
Mrs. S. R. Barlow
Amador Fernandez
I can loan you money on your
Mr. D. E, Manzanares
fmal'receipt
as easy as on your
Genara L, Gallegos
deed and
warranty
patent
or
Miss Mikla Mullen
not
bear but
mortgage
need
your
Miss Camilla Fuller
6 percent interest. Come in and
Mrs. Lena Holley
let us talk to you about your
Mr. W. R. Richardson
loan.
Mr. S. A. Humm
J. E. Wildman, Loan and InMr. V. Samuel
surance Agency. Office at resiMr. Wm. Pruett
dence north end Chicosa St,
Pantaleon Hen era
Roy, N. M.
Barlow
S.
R.
. Mrs.
,
.8,,,..
I
Daisy Barnes.
FOR SALE: -- Cows, heiffers,
The above letters will remain yearlings, calves, Good stock,
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen prices right. Good White-fac- e
dnys and if uncalled-fat the Bull 1,400 lbs. See,
end of that time, same will le
JACK MILLS,
sent to the Division of Deud Let- W2 pd, '
Solano, N. M.
ters, San Francisco California.
"When calling for above letters
MONEY To LOAN ON REAL
please say "ADVERTISED."
ESTATE: -- Call on or address me
One cent postage Due will be at Gladstone, New Mexico.
C. E. HARTLEY
collected on any of the above 28 M.l pd
letters delivered.

"The House of Service"

AND PUBLISHER

Snbtcriptioa

E

Church Directory

Great Faith in Chamberlain's Cone

LETTERS

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

or

j

Books. and Snpplies
for all grades

I have two good

Johnson,
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex

They have to be
STRICTLY CASH

Floérsheim

submarine warfare
is a warfare
against mankind,"
Woodrow

n

Wilson.

Just Received, a Carload of

.

The State Record published
at Santa Fe, takes occasion to
giggle up its sieve over the news
iat a Receiver has been appoint
d for the New Mexican. It is
plarm that this follows the Libel
ase' which is still a stench all
over the. state.
Suali: levity, from this source
at' sueña time does the cause
of decent politics a service, now
that the state has a majority of
intelligent voters who know the
onnditions.
'
The New Mexican has done a
service to the State that ha3 no
parraRel in the history of any
state in the Union. If it has been
destroyed by' the evil powers it
has am,bEvely fought, the state
isiltoiuwrlby it.
We do not believe its cause is
lost or even injured by the perse
MitTon it has suffered but even
if it has the cause for which it
labored still lives and its enemies
are even now facing confusion
nd the ignominy that is their
just dues.
fcXPERIEN'CK

m

c

Bean Harvesters

commerce

"New Caledonia"
BEAN HARVESTERS
Bunching Attachments

This is one of the greatest labor saving devices ever
pnt on bean harvesters and will pay for itself very quietó ?
We also have the regular style harvester without
the buncher.

,

The "Caledonia" Harvester is a strong, sturdy
machine, built for service and satisfaction.
Our supply of these machines was contracted for
several months ago and we are enabled to offer tírase
machines at a price which would be impossible to duplicate
on todays market.

If vou need an

pi

machine

see our line before you

be sure to call and

buy.

3--

Southwestern Hotel

suda good report

that
j

Notice of Sale
By Special Master

"One Price to All"

ilson Co,
Mills,

New Mex.
hoc

LODGE DIRECTORY

'People Speak Welloe
Chamberlain's Tablets

to attend the Dental needs of
"I have been selling Chamberlain's
this community.
Tablets for about two years and heard
from my customers

to give them a tria!
can say that 1 do not be-

I concluded

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
' Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

myself, and
Evening
lieve there is another preparation of
Visiting
Brothers always welthe krod equal to them," writes G. A.
Ont. If you are come.
Headford,
McBrii1,
Public Notice is hereby given, that,
day of troubled with indigestion or constipaWHEREAS, on the 16
R. C. Grunig, N. Gr
"Bitey
will do
in the tion gje them a trial.
cause
certain
in
April, 1917,
that
Wm.
G.
Johnson
Sec'y.
yon gooi.
district court of Mora County, New
Mexico, being numbered' 240" and entitled A. L, Gregory, plaintiff,, vs. John One of the Best for a Home
Rebekah Degree
W. Bentley, defendant, a judgement
and decree of court was duly signed by 160 Acres three miles north of
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Rich
the judge of the said district court. Roy, in good community.
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
foreclosing certain. mortgage which! soil and! shallow water-district- .
Evening each month
was the subject of said action, tfie said
Good w&eat land. $10.10 an acre
filed
I. O. O.'F. Hall
in
the
decree havirrj been duly
jf desired. Business lot
district court in the office of the sóuñty Terms
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
clerk of the said county, and the- jndge in Roy free to purchaser of the Grace V. Ogden " Sec.y.
ment so rendiered in the said cause be- - j homestead. Adtlress
being for theium of one hundred twenty
Visiting Sisters welcome
American Land Company,
eight and 50 -- 100 ($128.50) dollars, to- - j
Tucumcari, N. Mex.
gether with interest on the saitj amount j 25tf
sale
of
at eight per eent up to the date
JACK P. MILLS
amounting t five and 57100 (15.5")
WIDEHUm
dollars; and.
,
Pure
U. S. Commissioner
WHEREAS, neither the said judge' HIMSWEETENED
Fillings,
and
Proofs
all
EVAPORATED
ment nor amy part thereof has been
-

J

.

. .
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

paid; and

WHEREAS, the lien of the said
d
by th said
mortgage. s
judgement sums agains: the following
described tracts and parcels of land,

Coat Milk

'

fore-close-

Office

'

t:

LAND PLAT.S of aJ kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records,
MAPS.

ht

100

Chari.es

U

Strong,

Special Master,

health to 1iwt j

Vorkt wondrrs m
ftufferiiig

AT

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

with

Mmulww

off MOBMcb

t

irr'-n-i-

LEADUtO DRUGCISTS

Shu

WIOEMANN

'

GOAT:

MILK

CO.

J. B: LUSK

Prompt Attention

Attorney at Law
Prompt

For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.

New Mexico, and,

WHEREAS, under the said decree
the undersigned was duly appointed
special master by the Court to execute
the terms of the said decree and to execute a deed to tie purchaser of the
said described property;
THEREFORE, t'lesaid. described
land and real estate will be sold at
public auction at the front door of the
court house in the town of Mora County of Mora, New Mexico, at ten oclock
in the morning of the !th day of October, 1917, to the highest bidder for
cash, in orde" to realize the said sum
and 50100
of cne hundred twenty-eigdollavs, together with five
$128.50
ar.d 57-$5.57 dollars interest,
and the costs of Ihe sale,

Prompt Attention
at Solano, New Nexico.

The Incomponible Baby Food
The Perfect Food far Invalids
ol (alanine

Lots 1 and 2 and the south half of
the northeast quarter, and the southeast quarter of section six, township
twenty-two- ,,
north range twenty-si- x
east. N. M. P. h., containing three
(320.33)
hundred twenty and 33-- 100
acres; together with all improvements
thereon and appurtenances thereto
fully fully set out in the mortgage deed
forming a part of the complaint in the
said action; all of the said property lying in the County of Mora and State of

'

IS THE BEST TEACHER

It is generally admitted that experience is the best teacher, but should
w not make use of the experience of
thers as well as our own? The ex per
of a thousand persons is more to
upon than that of one independed
be
dividual. Many thousands of persons
Kern,
have used Chamberlain's Cough
dy for coughs and colds with the best
results, which shows it to be a thoroughly reliable preparation for those
dBPn"i. Try it. I' "s prompt and

!

-

Built For Service

P. L. GUNN,
3 miles South, 4 West of Roy

-

As a Special Feature we are- able' to offer you a
machine with a bunching attachment which leaves tlftv
beans bunched up all ready .for stacking or threshing

te

two-year-o- ld

CATHOLIC
mules for sale, They are big fellows and the making of a fine
Mass once each month at the
price is right. See me Catholic Church. Dates announcMEN WANTED:- - In about two team. The
and 2 2 north of ed in advance.
east
3
miles
weeks to help in bean harvest.
Solano.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Must board themselves, $2.(0
John Meyrs.
30M1 Pd.
Priest in charge,
per acre. See or phone L. M.
Wagner, Roy, New Mexico.
FOR SALE- :- Span mules, 5
and 6 years old, well broke and Methodist Episcopal Church
well matched. Nearly new wagSERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
on and harness. Apply to Frank
1st & 3d Sundavg at 7.30 P. M
Lukasek, Route "A" Roy, N. M.
-or enquire at this office.
BAPTIST
Are you interested in high Second Sunday in each
of Springer, N. M.. will be bn
month.
Roy
grade Jersey Cdws?
Services 11, A. M., . 7.30, P. M.
A car load can be brought here
if their is a demand for them.
Call on, address or phone me - -

Sept. 3 To 8

.

Gejjrnafli

0. W. Hearn, Pastor.

-

E
CARD OF

nil

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

Dentist"

THANKS
of Farmer's Bulletin,
entitled "Modern ConTo oar many friends whose
veniences for the Farm Home"
kindness and sympathy has been
have been sent to this office for
lavished upon us in our bitter
distribution. They present many bereavement in the loss of ;our
modern ideas which can be aplittle daughter, Naomi, we hereplied to modern farms to make
by express ourdeepest gratitude.
mense anil serious as that is, but the conduct of the business of
Mr. and Mrs. Rocq Reeder.
only of the wanton and whole living on a farm more pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Stein'bach were
sale destruction of the lives of and profitable.
from Mosquero Saturday doup
They are for our friends and
noncombatants,
men, women,
ing
their trading in Roy's big
and children, engaged in pursuits we shall be glad if you will call
stores.
which have always, even in the and ask for a copy.
iarkest periods of modern history

betm deemed innocent and legitimate, property can be paid for;
the lives of peaceful and innocent
people can. not be. The present

at

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

"The One Price House"
Copies
No. 270,

MILLS
3rd Sunday

1--

j

3

3,

t

Wm. G.

The new German policy swept
every restriction aside. Vessels
f every kind, whatever their
Hug, their character, their carpo,
their distinction, their errand,
lune been ruthlessly sent to the
iofctom without warning and with
out thought of help or mercy for
those on board, the vessels of
íriendly neutrali along with
those of belligerents. Even hospital ships and ships carrying relief to the sorely bereaved and
stricken people of Belgium, tho'
the latter were provided with
safe conduct througe the proscribed areas by the German
Government itself and were distinguished
by
unmistakable
marks of identity, have been
sunk with, the same reckless lack
vf compassion or of principle."
"I am not now thinking of the
Jbssuf property involved, im-

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at
p.m.

Roy, New Mexico.

-

The Government needs Farmers as well as Fighters. Two
million three hundred thousand

nd Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

Acres of Oregon & California
Then you will have a
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
'
PUBLIC SALE.
revested in United States. To
be opened for homesteads and
There's only one REAL Aucjsale. Containipg some of best tioneer in the Country, That's - land left in United States. Large
Copyrighted Map, showing land
by sections and description of
His address is MILLS N.
soil, climate, rainfall, elevations . You can have SALE BILLS
temperature etc., Postpaid One printed and make dates at the
Roy.
Office.
Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
10-New Mexico.
Co. Portland, Oregon.
j

ColF. O. WHITE
Spanish-America-

j
I

1

n

THE

M r. Farmer

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Going Fishing? They have
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fishin' tackle to sell at the Fair-vie- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Pharmacy.
w

!

August

America needs a Big Wheat Crop

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

R oy Garag e

Kaiserdom.

You're the Man the Country needs NOW
Never think of great profits in this greatest
emergency, Dont be afraid of a bumper crop
pulling prices below the profit line-t- he
demand

4

too great and the Food Biil empowers

3

Plenty of mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent long
time.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

Repair

President to fix a minimum of $2.00 per bushel
Every bushel you raise will pay a profit and
do its

Three-yea-

and LIVERY

the

Woic'SSLyN'isK'

ROY,

Plow that land and sow it to wheat! RememThis bank backs you. We'll lend you
Money at reasonable rates, on proper security. 1

ber,

August

New Mex.

23 1912 made
2, 3, 4 anJ

SurQery In Stone Age.
knife has recently been found
In Frnserburph, Aberdeenshire, which
had been used in performing surgical
operations In the Stone Age. It Is almost Identical with the operating
knife adopted by surgeons within the
past few year3.
Checking the Dentist.
The next time we pet a bill from
our dentist, whom we esteem fully
ns highly as we possibly could esteem
nny dentist, we nro going to sond it
bad with n request that he Itemize
It, showing how much of the time we
are chnrged with was devoted to work
and how much to conversation. Co.
lumbus (0.) JiJtu-nal-

Has a High Opinion of Chamberlain

E.
SlfJ-SW-

The New York morning Telen
graph, of Aug. 26th has a
Walstory about "Billy"
ton, our Congressman from New
three-colum-

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Tho Roy

It tells many things wa knew
about him, that we knew all the
time and some that we didn't
know,. Among the latter is that
he became congressman not from
Show" a
ambition but to just
newspaper rival who suggested
it in irony that it was possible.
He is intensely loyal to New
Mexico and enthusiastic over its

Perodicals and

PAZ VALVERDS, Register.

Stationery

wt-NE- J:

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

WJ-SE- J:

1SN
N M P
Twp.
Unir. 29 E.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meridian has filed notice of inJ, M. Heard
Iee- Davis
tention to inn tee tlire" year proof, to
Joseph Wright
Hert. Davis
establish claim to tl. land above
All of Roy New Mexico
described, before W H W'ileox U S
PAZ VALVERDS
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
Registew
N M on the 21st day of Sept. 1917.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
E.lwurd L F.illir
Cleve Hamil
Fred P Tinker
John C Linson
NOTICE f OR PUBLICATION
All of Mosquer N. M,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Oliice at Clayton, New Méx.,

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

In a few minutes

Betty returned with a woebegone look
on her face and Informed her mother
that they had raised 1 cent on the
crayons. She was given the e?;tra cent,
nnd as she got to the door she said:
"Mother, I hopes they don't go up
some more while I'm gone."

NOTICE FUR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex,

Aug. 14 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Jesse M Johnson of Roy, N. M. who
NOTICE FOX PUBLICATION
on Dec. 10, 1912 and Add'l June 9, 1913
Department ef the Interior U. S. Land madell. E. & Add'l Nos. 01F.299, 016I4G
N. M.
for NE and NwJ;S. 23 T 21 N.. R26E
Ollice at Clayton,
N. M. V Meridian,
Aug. H 1917
filed notice of
Notice is hereby given that
intention to make three Year Proof, to
Charles E. Long of losquero New establish claim to the land above
1913 made HE. described before F. H
Mex. who on
Foster, U S
No. 016891 for the
Comr.. at Roy,
New Mexico, oa
NKJ-SNwi-NW- i
Sec 21 Sept. 25, P.I17

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Had Reason to Fear it.
Betty's mother gave her a nickel to
get some crayons.

All of Bueyeros New Mexico.

Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

future.

2

C. V.

Stkonu. County Treasurer

Tom

J.TiTLoa, jr.. Ahsrtacto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

9--

with satisfactory results.

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Aug 14. 1917.
Notice is hereby given that William
S Arnold of Solano N. M. whoon June
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
12, 1913 made H. E. No. 016215 for
Department of the Interior
Ej SEJ, SEi-NESee. 8
U. S. Land. Office at Clavtcn N M.
i.
Sec. 17
Sec, 9 tal
Township 18N. Range 26E. N. M.
1917
AutrG
y Meridian, lias filed notice of intenNotice is hereby given that Webb
tion to make Three Year Proof, to estab
who on
N. M.
E. Kidd of Roy
lish claim to the land above described
Sept. 18, 1!)14. nude H. E No 01845Í
before F.H. Foster U. S. Commisioner
t
Seu 25,
for the
his ollice in Roy, New Mexico, on
at
.
Twp,19NF.n-.'úi:andWJ: Sec 19 Sept 2'3, 1917
Seo 30
J
Lot 2, nnd
Claimant names as witnesses:
Twp 19N. Rng 26E NMl'M, has tilec
N. M. Baker
Henry
Stone
Three
make
to
notice of intention
M.
Leopoldo
Finch
Andrada
j,J.
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above describe
All of Roy New Mexico
before F H Foster, u S Comisiorer at
PAZ VALVERDE
office at Roy N. M., on the H; i
Register
duy of Sept II' 17

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
.straightened out and we ara also prepared)
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

J,

SWJ-NwJ-

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Acouroy
, '
Your IJusinrss KespectfuUy Solicited

NJ-NE- J

Roy Telephone Co.

The Southwestern
Hotel
Now under Management of
J.F.ARNETT
J

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

$1.00
MEALS Served at

ROY, N. M.
PHONE

E

Claimant names as witnesses:
P. J. Laumbach
Henry Stone
N, M. Baker
Geo. H. Ray

at Springer.

Soiano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- -

Ail of Roy New Mexico

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

fa

War or 9eaee Educated

and Women Mvanee

I wish to announce that
This month will be your last

jChiropractic";
Opportunity to obtain the services of a
Army
after
ilie
Treatment from me as t expect to be in
September 1st.

Do it now!

faster and farther

1.30 to 5

ac-

e

All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
'K g ster
8 18
S

N. M.

NOTICE

rOR

all-ye-

I

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
'
Office at Clayton, Nev Mexico
-

AT ALBUQUERQUE
Is maintained by the stale to train young men and women for useful
service to themselves, the state and the nation. Tho University
ready and easer to help those of limited means to find a' way by which
they may become educate, trained and ready to perform BETTER
THAN THE AVERAGE SERVICE for state and nation, and at the
samé time take advantage of those opportunities that multiply on
every hand for those who are PREPARED.
During the last year 65 per cent of young men and 25 per cent of
young women at the University of New Mexico earned all or part of
their college expenses. The University has helped these young men
and women. It is ready to help you.
college year on Monday,
The University opens for the 1917-19October 1st.
There Is plenty of time for YOU to arrange to enter. Write toAsk for particulars about the new
day for detailed information,
University schedule. It la of value to every student in economy
of time, money and effort. Address David R. Boyd, President, University of New Mexico, Albuquorque, N. M.
18

Office in the G. Kitchell Block,
Office Hours

NJ-NE- 1

View Mejciep

CHIROPRACTOR
(Pronounced

EJ-S-

J,

She University ef
R

Register.

Au'. 6, 19 7 year proof, to establish claim to the
F. H.
Notice is hereby given that Robert Land, above described lefoi
G Gambrel of Roy. New Mexico who Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
on Aug. 29 1914 made HE. No. 018378 New Mexico on Sept 17 1917
SwJ-SE- J
SEi-Sw- i,
Claimant names as witnesses:
for
S22T21NR20E N.M
S 15
J, M. Beard
J. L. Wright
S F Davis
Roy Beard
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estab
All of Roy N M
lish claim to the land above described
PA VALVERDE,
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
Register.
1917
N M on the 17th day of Sept
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geoi-gE J H Roy
Cockerill
Ed Cantrell'
Frank A. Roy

,cn

Any young person of average ability and In good health can
quire an education If. he has the will to do It.

D

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,

5

Roy, New Mexico

L.H.Q

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Aug, . 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Andrew J. Maybeiry of Roy New
Mex, who, on February, 12 1914 made
Homestead Entry No. 017505 for SEJ
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and SwJ Sec 14 Twp, 21N. Range 26K,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
Office at Clayton, New Méx..
filed notice of indention to make three
PAZ VALVERDE,

The Home Restaurant
Short Orders
Regular Meals
'J.F.ARNETT Prop'r.

íSEí-NK-

.SEJ-NW-

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

Rural-Communi-

Rooms 50c, 75c &

9 to 12

19N

5

Mexico.

Durability of Wood.
In n very dry atmosphere the duraChamberof
opinion
high
a
"I have
bility of wood is almost Ir.crertlble.
lain's Tablets for biliousness and as a rieces of wood, wooden caskets nnd
A.
Barnes,
C.
Mrs.
laxative," writes
other articles have been taken from
Cherleston, 111. "I bave never found Egyptian tombs of an antiquity to
anvthinsr so mild and pleasant to use. antedate the Christian era by two oi
My brother has also usd these tablets three thousand years.

Roy,

0i5141 for Lot

Sw7 Twp

SW,

f

Tablets

A.

N.

i

3, 1917

Notice is hereby given that Edward
Hubler, of Mosquero, N. M., who on
February 12, 1914, made Homestead
application Serial No. 017476, for the
Sec. 1, Twp.
W4 NWV4; N',4
18N., Rng 28E., N M P Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before W.
H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at h3
office at Roy, N. M., on the 13th day
of September, 1917.

Rng. 31E. N.M.P MuridLvi hastiltd
notice of intention to make five year
to
the
to establish claim
Claimant names as witnesses:
land above described, before Register
Albert H. McGlothlin, William T.
Clay
S.
Office
Land
U
and Receiver
at
Curtis N. Skinner, Thomas M.
Lofton,
ton New Mexico on Sept 21 1917.
Longley, all of Mosquero, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Pablo Rodriguez
Adan Gnrcia
Juan Rodriguez
Albino Jaramillo

NEW MEX.

A flint

FOR PUSUCATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at, Clayton, New Mexico,
Aug. 14. 1917.
Notice is hereby given that Ju: n
Roybal of Hueyep s N M. who on Ai g

BANK
Chairs.
There nro numerous monuments
found in Oriental countries that bear
carvings of chairs. Most of those,
however, are without barks. The first
chairs with backs of which we know
nro said to have been Introduced Into
Asia Minor by the Persians, who, In
turn, got the Idea from the Assyrians.

C0WS:-f- or

NOTICE

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

M, on the 15th day of September, 191X
Claimant names as witnesses;
Apolonio Arguello, Manuel Lucero,
Faustin Hernandez, Alfonso C. do
Baca, ail of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

sale, fresh-W- .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
II. GUTIIMAN,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Roy, N. M.
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,

MILK

Davenport Bro's, proprietors

part to win the war,

'

Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm
of Gallegos, New Mexico, who
Herrera
2,000 acres of Patented land 1,000 on July 27,
1914, made Homestead apacres of leased land, the best plication Serial No. 018189, for the
SW'i NE'4; NW'i SEU; E SEVl
watered place in this County.
17, Twp 17.W Rrtg 30E. N. M.
Section
I want to sell by the first of
?. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-';o- n
Sept. 1917.
r
to make
final Proof,
For further information, write to establish claim to the land above
VV. H. VVillcox, U. S.
E. B. Cropp Trementina, N. M. described, before
Commissioner nt his offiqe at Roy, N.

Remember This Bank
Will Back You !
next year to put the final quietus to

3, 1917

Aug. 6.1917

Eclipse
FOR SALE:- - A
Notice Is hereby given that
Windmill, in good repair, direct Adnn M Garcia of Euejeros N, M. who
on March 3 1913 made HE No 015420
stroke. Will sell it right.
for SEJ S 27 T .9X. R 31 E, N. M. P.
r T. R. PINT 2 miles east and 2 Meridian, has filed notice of intention
south of Roy.
toinake three Year Proofs to establish
12-fo- ot

'

claim to the land iibove described, before Register & Receiver U. S, Land
Farm For Sale
Office Clayton N. M. on the 20th day
'
o
of Sept. 1917'
320 acres 4 miles northwest of
Claimant names as witnesses:
Beueyer.is N. Mex,
Roy, well improved, $12.00 per Juan Roybal
acre 100 acres fenced, 80 acres Claudio Martinez, Abelino 'Martinez
Ki.carr.acion Martinez all of Rosebud

crop. See me at the farm.
Antcn Kwiecien
Roy, N. Mex.

New Mexico

Paz Val verde,
,

I'.fcisler

THE
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FOLLOWS

LAW

A

TRAIL OF CRIME THAT LEADS

HIM TO A SURPRISING DESTINATION, BUT HE DETER-

MINES TO ENFORCE THE LAW TO THE LETTER
Mrs. Alulre Austin, handsome young mistress of Las Palmas
ranch, lost la the Texas desert, wanders Into the little camp of David
Law, state ranger lying In ambush for a Mexican murderer. She Is
forced to stay 24 hours, until Law captures his man, kills another
and escorts hei home. "Young Ed" Austin, drunken wastrel, berates
his wife and makes Insulting insinuations about the ranger. Austin
Is secretly In league with Mexican rebels and horse thieves. Mrs.
Austin starts for her other ranch, La Feria, In Mexico, to secure damages for cattle taken by Mexican soldiers, and encounters Qen. Luis
Longorlo, who becomes Instantly enamored of her beauty, much to
her embarrassment. Meanwhile Dave Law, trailing horse thieves,
kills a man who shoots his horse.

CHAPTER

VII. Continued.

The mist and an early dusa prevented him from seeing Las Palmas Itself
until he was well In amonrf the Irrigated fields. A few moments later,
when he rode up to the outbuildings,
Mexican,
he encountered a middle-agewho proved to be Benito Gonzalez, the
range boss.
Pave mode himself known, and Benito answered his questions with
honesty. No, he had seen nothing of a sorrel horse or a strange rider,
but he hnd just come In himself.
Doubtless they could learn more from
who was
Juan, the
d

horse-wrangle- r,

cot Imagine why a person of Ed Austin's standing should behave In this
extraordinary manner, unless, perhaps,
he was drunk.
"Weil, I saw the calves, and I left
the fellow that was branding them
with 8 wet saddle blanket over his
face."
"Eh? What's that?" Austin started, and Gonzalez uttered a smothered
exclamation.
"You killed him? He's
dead?"
"Dead enough to skin. I caught him
with his Irons In the fire and the calves
necked up in your pasture. Now I
want his compañero."
"I hope you don't think we know
anything about him," Ed protested.
"Where's that man on the sorrel
horse?"
Austin turned away with a shrug.
"You rode In with hlra," Dave per-

somewhere about.
Juan was finally found, but he
proved strangely recalcitrant. lie admitted that he hud seea a horse of
the description given. Probubly It belonged to some stranger.
sisted.
Duve chunged his tactics. "Olga I" he
Ed wheeled quickly. "How do you
wild, sternly. "Do you want to go to know I did?"
"Your boy saw you."
Jail?" Juan had no such desire. "Then
tell the truth. Where Is the horse
The ranchman's voice was harsh as
now?"
he said : "Look here, my friend, you're
Juan Insolently declared he didn't on the wrong track. The fellow I was
know and didn't core.
with had nothing to do with this af"Oh, you don't, eh?" Law reached fair. Would you know your man? Did
for the boy, and shook him until he you get a look at hlra?"
yelled. "Yon will make a nice little
"No. But I reckon Don Ricardo
prisoner, Juaulto, and we shall find a could tell his horse."
way to make you speak."
"Humph !" Austin grunted, disagreeGonzalez was inclined to resent such ably. "So Just for that you come
treatment of his under- prowling around threatening my help,
ling, but respect for the Rangers was eh? Trying to frame up a case, mayand Juan's behavior was be? Well, It don't go. I was out with
Inexplicable.
one of Tad Lewis' men."
At lost the horseboy confessed. He
"What was his name?" Dave manhad seen both horse and rider, but aged to inquire.
knew neither. Mr. Austin and the
"Urblna. He had a sorrel under him,
stranger had arrived together, and the but there are thousands of sorrel
latter had gone on. That was the horses."
truth. "What time did you meet hlra?"
"Bueno I" Law released his prisoner,
"I met him at noon, and I've been
who slunk away rubbing his shoulder. with him ever since. So you see you're
"Now, Benito, we will find Mr. Aus- wrong. I presume your man doubled
tin."
back and Is laughing at you."
A voice answered from the dusk:
Law's first bewilderment had given
"lie won't take much finding," and Ed place to a black rage ; for the moment
Anstin himself emerged from the stable he was in danger of disregarding the
door. "Well, what do you wnnt?"
reason for "Young Ed's" Incivility and
"You are Mr. Austin, J reckon?"
giving rein to his passion, but he
"I am. What d'you mean by abus- checked himself In time.
ing my help?" The master of Las Pal"Would you mind telling me what
mus approached so near that his you and this Urbina were doing?"
threatening scowl was visible. "I don't
Austin laughed mockingly. "That's
allow strangers to prowl around my my business," said he.
premises."
Dave moistened his Hps. He hitched
Amazed by this hostile greeting, Law his shoulders nervously. He was astonished at his own
though
the certainty that Austin was drunk
helped him to steady himself. Nevertheless, he dared not trust himself to
high-hande- d

Heep-roote-

l,

speak.

Construing this silence as an

ac-

knowledgment of defeat, Ed turned to
go.
Some tardy sense of duty, however, prompted him to fling back, carelessly :
"I suppose you've come a good ways.
If you're hungry, Benito will show you
the way to the kitchen." Then he
walked away Into the darkness, followed by the shocked gaze of his
range boss.
Benito roused himself from his
amazement to say, warmly: "SI, compadre. You will enjoy a cup of hot
'
coffee."

But Law ground out fiercely: "I'm
not used to kitchen hand-outI reckon I can chew my bridle reins If I get
too hungry." Walking to his horse, be
vaulted Into the saddle.
Benito laid a hand upon his thigh
and apologized. "Senor Ed Is a strange
man. He Is often like this lately. You
understand me? Will you come to my
house for supper?"
"Thank you, but I think ni ride on
to Tad Lewis' and see Urblna."
At this the Mexican shook his head
as Ir apprehensive of the result, but he
said nothing more.
Law hesitated as he was about to
spur out of the yard. "By the way,"
he ventured, "you needn't mention this
to Mrs. Austin."
"She Is not here," Gonzalez told him
"She has gone to La Feria to see about
her nffalrs. She would not permit of
this occurrence If she were at home.
She Is a very fine lady."
s.

5
"I

Oon't Know Anything About You."

rxplnlned In a word the reason for his
presence.
"I don't know anything about your
man. What d'you want him for, and
who are you?"
Dave Introduced himself.
"I want
bim for stealing Guzman's calves. I
trailed him from where he and his
Partner cut Into your south pasture."
Benito stirred and muttered an oath,
but Austin was unmoved. "I reckon
you must be a bad trailer," he laughed.
"We've got no thieves here. What
mukes
ju think Guzman lost any

calver

Dave's temper, never too well controlled at bent, begv to rise He could

"Yes. Good night, Benito
"Good night senor"

Urblna had left for Pueblo before they
could intercept him,
"He's got a girl up there, and he's
gone to get married," Tad explained.
.
"I'm sure sorry we missed him."
Dave smiled grimly at the speaker.
"Are you sure he didn't cross to the
other side?" be asked.
Lewis retorted warmly : "Adolfo's on
hombre, and I'll back hlra.
So' 11 Ed Austin. I guess me an Ed
are responsible, ain't we?"
Some
skeptlcn) expression In his hearer's
face prompted hlra to Inquire, brusquely, "Do you believe what I'm telling
you about his goln' to Pueblo?"
"I guess he's gone somewhere."
Tad uttered nn angry exclamation.
"Looks to me like you'd made up your
mind to saddle this thing onto him
whether he done It or not. Well, he's
a poor Mexican, but I won't stand to
see him railroaded, and neither will
all-rig-

CHAPTER

VIII.

Following Up the Trail.
Dave was glad that he hud swal
lowed "Young Ed's" Incivility, not only
for his own sake, but for the sake of
Alalre. After all, he argued, It was
burely possible that Ed hud spoken the
truth. There were many sorrel horses;
hoof-prlnthe evidence of those
was far from conclusive; even
the fact that Urblna belonged to the
Tad Lewis outfit was no more than a
suspicious circumstance. And yet, ear- 'ioung
Ed.'"
nestly as he strove to convince himself
"No?"
of these possibilities, the Ranger could
"You heard me I Ed
not down the convictlor. that the ranch- complete".
er had lied and that he himself was on
taw
sharply
ruin-washe- d

"The Silver Horder Etc.

DAVE

When the Ranger had gone, Gonzalez walked slowly toward his house,
with his head bowed thoughtfully.
"It Is very strange," he muttered,
"now could Don Eduardo have met
this Garza at noon when, with my own
eyes, I saw him ride away from Las
Palmr at three o'clock In the afternoon? It Is very strange."

8PANI8H-AMERICA-

ts

the right track.
It was late hen he arrived at his
destination, but Lewis' house was dark,
and It required some effort to awuken
When Tad at last apthe owner.
peared, clad In undershirt and trousers, he greeted the Ranger with a leveled
rifle; but when Dave had
made known his Identity, he Invited
him In, though with surly reluctance.
Lewis was a
mnn of about forty, with colorless
brows and a mean, shifty eye. Formerly a cowboy, he had by the exercise of some natural ability acquired a
good property and a bad reputation.
Just how or why he had prospered
was a mystery which his neighbors
never tired of discussing.
Tad, It seemed, resented any Interruption of bis rest, and showed the
fact plainly.
Yes, he employed a fellow named
Urblna. What was wanted of him?
Law explained briefly.
"Why, he's one of my best men!"
laughed the rancher. "lie wouldn't
steal nothing."
"Well, I hnd to shoot another gocd
man of yours," Dave said quietly.
Lewis fell back a step. "Which one?
Who?" he Inquired quickly.
"Pino Garza." Dave told of the
meeting at the branding fire and Its
outcome. He was aware, meanwhile,
that Lewis' family were listening, for
bedroom door be
behind a half-opecould hear an excited whispering.
"Killed the first shot, eh?" Tad was
dumfounded. "Now, I never thought
Pino was that bad. But you never can
tell about these Greasers, can you?
They'll all steal If they get a chance.
I let Pino go, 'bout a week back; but
he's been hangin' around,, aimln' to
visit some of his relutives up In the
brush country. It was probably one
of them old Guzman saw. Anyhow, It
couldn't of been Adolfo Urblna; he
was over to Las Palmas all the after-

w

ill alibi him

: "You tell Ed
answered
Anstin to go slow on his alibis. And
yoa take this for what It's worth to
you: I'm going to get all the cattle
rustlers In this county all of them,

understand?"
Lewis flushed redly and sputtered:
"If you make this stick with Adolfo,
nobody'H be safe. I reckon Urbina's
word Is as good as old Ricardo's. Everybody knows what he Is."
Later when Dave met the Guzmans,
Ricardo told him, excitedly, "That
horse Tad Lewis Is riding Is the one I
saw yesterday."
"Are you sure?"
"Listen, senor. Men In cities remember the faces they see; I have lived
all my Ufe among horses, and to me
they are like men. I seldom forget."
"Very well. Tad says Urblna ha
gone to Pueblo to get married, so ra

,

"Sure. Ed Austin can tell you."
"Where Is Urbina now?"
"I reckon he's asleep somewhere.
We'll dig him up and talk to him, If
you say so."
But Adolfo Urbina was nowhere to
be found. No one had seen him since
ubout seven o'clock, nor could it be discovered where he was spending the
night. Dave remembered that It had
s,
been about seven when he left Las
and ascertained, Indirectly, that
Tad hud a telephone. On his way from
Austin's Law had stopped at a rancho
for a bite to eat, but he could forgive
himself for the delay If, as he surmised, Urblna had been warned by
wire of his coming.
"That's too bad, ain't It?" Lewis
said. "But he'll be around again in the
morning, and I'll get him for you. You
leave It to me."
There was plainly nothing to do but
accept this offer, since It could avail
nothing to wait here for Urbina's return. Unless the fellow gave himself
up, he probably could not be found,
now that the alarm was given, without
a considerable search
In view of
which Dave finally remounted his borrowed horse and rode away In the direction of Jonesvlile.
It was after ayllght when he dismounted stiffly at Blaze's gate. He
was wet to the skin and bespattered
with mud ; he had been almost constantly In the saddle for twenty-fou- r
hours, and Don Ricardo's cow pony
was almost exhausted.
Blaze and Paloma, of course, were
tremendously Interested In his story.
"Say, now, that's quick work," the
latter exclaimed, heartily. "You're
some
Duve, and if you'll
Just stay around here little calves can
grow up with some comfort."
When Dave rode to Jonesvlile, after
breakfast, he found that the body of
his victim had been brought In during
the night, and that the town was already buzzing with news of the encounter. During the forenoon Don Ricardo
and his sons arrived, bringing additional Information, which they promptly Imparted to the Ranger. The Guz-mawere people of action. All three
of them had spent the night on horseback, and Pedro had made a discovery.
On the day previous Garza had been
seen riding In company with a mnn
astride a sorrel pony, and this man
had been recognized as Adolfo Urblna.
Pedro's witness would swear It.
Their distance from Las Talmas at
the time, when they had been seen together proved beyond question that unless Urblna had flown he could not
have arrived at the place In question
by noon, the hour Ed Austin had fixed.
This significant bit of Information,
however, Duve advised, the Guzmans
not to make public for the time being.
Toward midday Tad Lewis and three
of hi? men arrived with the new that
Pal-ma-
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merely a contribution to the fashion
for top coats. One cuff use a polon-uls- e
over any kind of skirt and blouse,
and If It Is lined in the colorful and
Interesting way that prevails among
tailors toduy, It presents Itself as a
garment of rare merit
The short Jucket, however, as it
costumery which Is now being plunned, will be worn this autumn, Is a bit of
shown und bought, the only actual costumery that is taken by the buck
elimination of materlul Is In the width of the neck and pulled out of the family album.
of the skirt.
Whether or not the peculiar vaudeThere Is little sense In being olistln-utabout the width of skirts ; they're ville trick of presenting a family
album In song and living pictures,
which hos spread over New York
through the success of one of the
musical revues of the season, was the
predecessor of this short, tight Jacket,
nobody can teU. It is a
Idea, no doubt but don't you think It
is rather Interesting that the stage
folk should get up a family album
scene that runs through vaudeville
fashions as dunclng does, and that,
now, suddenly, that coat and skirt
should be launched Into costumeryT
One of these Jackets which will undoubtedly prove a success because It
has been issued by a dominant bouse,
has a Uttle bustle all Its own. It belongs to a skirt that is quite narrow,
and It bos a bit of an upward pull
from knees to waistline at the back
a pull so slight that It is not always
noticeable.
The Jacket fits the figure, curves into the waistline at the back and then
flares out Into a series of folds that
give the bustle effect. It is buttoned
in a straight Une down the front.
There Is a band of velvet above the
hem of the coat. The buttons are
velour
covered with the
that makes the suit. The collar is
very high, soft in its folds, rolls over
backward to the neck line and is trimmed with a band of velvet.
Fasten From Chin to Hem.
Severs are abandoned by the tailors
and dressmakers. Where one coat
will have them, sixteen others will be
fastened in a straight Une from the
to the lower edge. All the colchin
Here Is an evening gown on early
high, but soft and enveloping
Flemish lines. The material Is heavy lars are
manner that
crepe satin, with girdle of cloth of the neck and chin in the
correct
the eightconsidered
was
in
gold. The bodice and train are emcentury.
broidered In Flemish design. The lin- eenth
Mind you, this style Is not the only
velvet
ing of the train Is
powerful note in fashion that Is
going to be narrow, and It is quite brought out for Jackets. It is one of
as well that dressmakers and women several other details, and a woman
accept this fact without cavil.
will have the chance to accept what
Once before In the history of clothes she wishes.
there was a tight skirt which was said
This latter situation will be the
to have been caused by the Civil war hope and the downfall of many womIn America.
It became the fashion en. Left to themselves to choose
after Appomattox and remained In among a heterogeneous mass of mafashion for a decade and a half after- terial, the best minds will grow conward. It was also caused by the ne- fused and go wrong. On the other
cessity for economy In material, as the hand, highly trained Judgment will
four years' war had nearly exhausted give to women the chance to express
the commodities of this country.
their Individuality and look a little
That skirt was called the
unlike their neighbors.
The front and sides were pulled
It may be said, however, that the
across the figure so that the wearer coat that fastens In a line down the
could barely step, and rubber bands front, the buttons running straight
were put across the back below the through the, high, rolling collar, will
waistline, to draw the material up
into a series of little puffs. This was
as much of a bustle as was permitted.
Persistence Is Amazing.
The persistence of this fashion has
been an amazing thing to those who
study clothes. Its origin was In the
fashionable way of walking called the
Grecian bend, which was the absurd
predecessor of the equally absurd debutante slouch.
skirt,
In the days of the
little girls would secure safety pins
by indirect means, and pull the fullness
of their Bkirts back and up, thus having a Uttle fluff of their own below the
waist They were always caught at
this by their mothers and nurses, because the safety pins tore the materlul
and made gaping holes.
Again! In this day of elimination of
waste through the necessities of war,
we are to be put Into the tight skirt
with its fullness arranged at the back
in a series of slight flares.
It Is not possible to say with any
degree of certainty whether this skirt
will be widely accepted when the auand not
tumn comes. Reporting,
This modified cowboy hat la made
prophecy, Is the duty of those who try
to give the news of dress as it comes In America, la of black velvet, the
crown shirred and dented In the midout week after week.
The American designer, as well as dle. It Is trimmed with a silver rose.
the French one, has gone In for this be the most noticeable change In
upward tilt of material at the end of street costumery
that will take place
the spine and It may be that the later in the fait
fashions will accentuate it
The narrow skirt has already been
Whatever may be the fullness, accepted here and there, and there are
though, at any special spot on the
hundreds of women who have never
skirt, those who are regarding the given
it up, so its widespread acceprememquestion of new clothes must
will not cause quite the same
tance
ber that the hem will be almost as
will be given by
narrow as it was in the days of the ripple of Interest that
family album coat with Its upward
this
bobble skirt
back, Its point In front, Its
There Is a marked tendency toward tilt at the
long, sllra waistline under the arms,
the sheath skirt In several of the new
colored buttons on
costumes.
The material slinks Into and Its row of
tempted to say the
be
will
one
which
the figure after It leaves the waist,
nursery rhyme, "Rlchman, poor-maand the hem provides only a stepping old beggarman,
thief."
width.
1917, by the McClure NewspaThe shortness of the skirt for street (Copyright, per Syndicate.)
wear Is necessary. In the spring
there was a decided tendency to
Evening Clothes.
lengthen skirts, and many conservaNew fashions Indicate the irregular
tive women adopted the fashion with hem for both the afternoon and eveenthusiasm, but if a skirt Is to be ex- ning dress.
cobtume
The
ceedingly narrow, it cannot be long.
Is short, while although the Eustill
It would be too utterly inconvenient ropean thrones begin to crumble, yet
for women who are plunged Into a the court train still trails at great
series of activities.
length behind mlladl when in real
Jackets of Two Kinds.
function attire.
It has already been announced that
Youthful Lines In Serges.
two kinds of Jackets will prevail In
and
serges,
Simple and Inexpensive
the autumn. One Is
The latter is youthful in effect have plaited tunics
one is
called a polonaise and the former Is longer at front than at back and sides,
also with straight belts, vest effect and
called a Jacket.
The revival of the polonaise is revers over the shoulders.
New York. It would be odd if the
edict for elimination of waste material
in clothes that has gone forth from
the governing factors in dress on both
continents, would be responsible for
the Incoming of the bustle.
So fur as the expert observer can
see Into the near future of autumn
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"Do You Think Ed Would Perjure
Himself?" Dave Asked.
going to follow him, and I shall be
there when he arrives."
"Bueno! Another matter" Ricardo
hesitated "your bonita the pretty
mare. She Is burled deep."
"I'm glad," said Dave. "I think 1
shnll sleep better for knowing that"
Since the recent rain hud rendered
the black valley roads Impassable for
automobiles, Dave decided to go tc
Pueblo by rail, even though It was a
roundabout way, and that afternoon
found him Jolting over the leisurely
miles between Jonesvlile and the main
Une.
He was looking forward to a
good night's sleep when he arrived at
the Junction; but on boarding the

through train he encountered Judge Ellsworth, who hnd Jusl
heard of the Garza killing, and ol
course was eager for details. The two
men sat In the observation car talking
until a late hour.
Knowing the judge for a man oí
honor and discretion, Dave unburdened
himself with the utmost freedom regarding his suspicions of Ed Austin.
"Yes, Ed has
Ellsworth nodded.
thrown in with the rebel Junta in San
Antone, and Tud Lewis Is the man they
use to run arms and supplies In this
neighborhood.
That's why he and Ed
are so friendly. Urblna Is probably
your cattle thief, but he has a hold
over Ed, and so he rode to Las Palmas
when he was pursued, knowing that no
Jury would convict him over Ed Austin's testimony."
"Do you think Ed would perjure
himself?" Dave asked.
"He has gone clean to the bad lately ; there's no telling what he'll do. Td
hate to see you crowd him, Dave."
"They call you the best lawyer In
this county because you settle so many
coses out of court" The Judge smiled
at this. "Well, here's a chance for you
to do the county a good turn and keep
Ed Austin out of trouble."
"How?"
"The prosecuting attorney is a new
man, and he wants to make a reputation by breaking up the Lewis gang."
"Well?"
"He intends to cinch Urblna, on Ricardo's and my testimony. You're a
friend of Austin's ; you'd better tip him
to set his watch ahead a few hours and
save himself a lot of trouble. The
prosecuting attorney don't like Ed any
ioo well. Understand?"
The judge pondered this suggestion
for a moment " 'Young Ed' Is a queer
fellow. Once In a while he gets his
neck bowed."
north-boun- d

At the situation develops In
the next Installment, Mrs. Austin finds trouble Increasing for
her. Dave Law picks up some
important evidence.
(TO BE CONTIMIJED.Í
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Geo. M. Dell Could Hardly Do Some
Suggestions Xhat May
Work Enough to Keep HimProve of Great Value to the
self and "Kiddies" Up.
New Soldier.

can't be fully done without a deep
breath first, and then the "let go."
One can't relax from "half tension" as
it were. Often we think we are
only to find, after hours of waiting wheq utter exhaustion slumps us,
that we have been In some respect
HOV TO REST BY RELAXATION holding ourselves away from the bed.
A rehearsal In the theater Is a dire
thing for tightening one up who is diWonderful Currents, Curative, Restor- recting it and unconsciously
lifting
each character. After many years I've
ing and Replenishing Flow Into
come to recognize the condition In
the Submissive Body During
time, and often In the dark auditorium,
Moments of Relaxation.
when the actors or scrub women can't
see me, I lie supine on the carpet In
BY AUGUSTUS THOMAS,
an aisle or the foyer, and with arms
of the Vigilantes.
New York. This Is a genuine letter, outstretched for a minute relax oil
over.
a "document," written by the distin- Even It Isn't so simple as It sounds.
after the deep breath one has to
guished dramatist to his son about to
think down to the very finger tips and
go to France. Mr. Thomas ,when writtoes, and by mental command dismiss
ing bad no thought of Its publication.,
the accumulated tension. Then last
;
Vigilante
others
lie Is an enthusiastic
of all, the muscies of the face to let
of the organization happened to see
thein full with
eyelids and
the letter and persuaded him to let it the lips slipping away
from the teeth
be published.
as they do on dead men. It's quite asMy Dear Son:
tonishing
a
Indulgence
I was Interested in the report of the even a what refreshing
half minute of such relaxing is.
boys In their hike under the full
As I've said, it's an art to do it and
it
packs, and their readiness, to fall
very useful when you get It.
asleep when chance came at the end
"
fatigue
Practiced by Japs.
of the day. That
Is the kind that brings the most comThe Japs are past masters at It
plete relaxation and the fullest re- They were taught It and prnctlced It
cuperation. We learn Inte In life
In the
conscientiously
some of us that the secret of re- war. After lying supine for a hilnute, rents are flowing, curative, restorative
cuperation, and therefore the secret of each Jap soldier would be taken by and replenishing.
power, not only physical power, but the head by a comrade, and firmly
It's really the "Big Medicine."
also power mental and spiritual,' is pulled until the packed vertebrae of
Affectlonntely,
the ability to relax.
FATHER.
his spine were drawn apnrt and re-You are probably going to France,
and If so will often have great need
of the quickest replenishment of your
expended strength. Perhaps you will REAL
SOLDIERS TO LEAD NEW ARMY
.

HAS TAKEN

6 BOTTLES

"I Never Felt Better In My Life Than
I Do Now," He Saya Reeom.
mends Tanlao to Every,
body.

"I don't

know what was the matter
With me before I took Tanlac, but I do
know I'm feeling strong and well for
the first time In over two years and
have actually, picked up 27 pounds,"
said George M. Dell of 1359 Thirteenth
street, Denver Colorado, who Is employed by the Beynolds-Relnhar- d
Co.
"All last winter," he continued, "I
bad to lay off constantly on account
of my condition and If I got In half a
week's work I was lucky. I had no
appetite and what little I forced down
wouldn't digest and I suffered terribly
from gas on my stomach.
"I had a constant pain In my back
and my legs and feet were so swollen
at times I couldn't get my shoes on.
My face and under my eyes was puffed
tip and I was told all this trouble was
caused by my kidneys and was likely
to develop Into Brlght's disease,
"I never got a good night's sleep and
felt tired and wornout all the time.
Nothing I took seemed to do me a bit
of good and I got In such a bad fix I
could hardly get In enough time to
keep me and the 'kiddles' going.
"My landlord advised me to try Tanlac and by the time I had finished the
first bottle I noticed a great improveMy appetite was fine and I
ment.
could sleep like a log every night. I
finished the sixth bottle a short time
ago. All the pain has left me, that
bloating has stopped and I can do na
good a day's work as any man. I never
felt better In my life than I do right
now."

y

half-close- d

"dog-tired-

Jnpo-Russia- n

remember more definitely some suggestions about relaxing if I give you
the basic reasons for them.
I used to amuse yor when you were Men Appointed to High Coma little fellow by "hypnotizing mosmand Have Proven Ability
quitos." You will recall that a mosin Service.
quito that would fly from my hand or
face when you tried to catch him
would sit still for me until I slowly
picked him up. The trick In that was
There is a Tanlac dealer la your my watting until I felt his sting, and PICKED FOR THEIR RECORDS
town. Adv.
then taking a deep breath, and "pushing on It" or tensing up. . That tension
Not What She Thought
automatically closed all the pores of Most of the 200 Major .Generala and
Horace There is something I've the skin, and the mosquito who had
Brigadier Generala Recently Apbeen trying to tell you for a long put his bill into one of these pores
pointed Were Cadets Together
time, but
at West Point
found it gripped and held there as a
Marie Oh, Horace, not here before bear's foot might be held In a spring
all these people. Walt. Come this trap.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
evening.
That closing of the pores under tenWashington. If there should be a
Horace It's merely that you have a sion Is one of nature's means of pro- mobilization of the 200 major generals
streak of dirt down the middle of your tection. A man suddenly plunged Into and brigadier generals appointed to
nose, but I couldn't for the life of me water Instinctively Inhales and autocommands In the new selective service
get a word In till just now." ,
matically closes his pores. He does army, the affair would be a reunion
the same thing If startled by danger or of men most of whom were cadets toRed Oom Bsg Blue, much better, goce attacked by,any emotional shock: He gether at the West Point Military
farther than liquid blue. XJet from any
does It also when making any consid- academy.
grocer. Adv.
,.
erable effort.
This means that there Is hardly a
Strength From Without
An Orpheus Stunt
new major general tn the list who does
It Is only with age and some humil- not know the methods and the manners
"What a fine voice your wife hast"
"You betl Why, whenever she sings ity that we come to realize how much of service of every brigadier general
strength comes from who will serve under him and It may
of our
we have to close the windows."
outside of us, actually flows Into us be said also that there is barely a
"Why is that?"
"Her voice Is so sweet it draws the and through us on what, If the phrase brigadier general who does not know
won't frighten you, I might call the all about the record, the penalty and
files."
"cosmic currents.
the Idiosyncrasies of the major general
There Is a little scientific Instru- who, as a division commander, will
Quite 80.
"We may live to see the airplane In ment called the blometre that regis- give him orders.
common, everyday use like the auto- ters, and to some extent measures,
Some of these men who have been
current. I hope it appointed to high rank In the new
this strength-givinmobile."
"Sure ! But our chances of living to won't bore you If I tell you of It army are within one, two or three
years of the retirement age. It may be
see that will be better If we leave the briefly.
The blometre Is a small glass bell that out of their ranks will come a
experimenting to other people."
or dome, Inside of which there is a Joffre, a Halg, or a retain, but as many
copper needle suspended by a silk In Washington look at it, it seems likethread. The bell rests on a board un- ly perhaps that the greatest American
der which Is a coll of copper wire. soldiers of this war are more likely to
The needle swings free, not quite be produced from the ranks of the
touching the supporting base. When a younger men, although military ex- man approaches the blometre with his
left hand the needle Is drawn toward
him slightly but perceptibly. When he LEADS, "TANGO ESCADRILLE"
approaches the bell with his right hand,
Woman Thought She Would the needle swings away from him more
perceptibly than It swung toward him
Die. Cured by Lydia E.
n the first experiment.
Pinkham's Vegetable
If two bloraetres are used, one for
Compound.
each hand, the needle In the left one
is drawn toward the man, and that In
the right one Is repelled. That would
Ogdensburg, Wis. '1 suffered from seem to Indicate that a current was
female troubles which caused piercing flowing Into us and through us from
.pains use a Knue
to right.
iimimmmtiii! lthroucrh mv back leftFurthermore
It Is possible to proand side. I finally
lost all my strength duce this Interesting phenomenon: If
so I had to go to the man tries to affect the current by
bed. The doctor a tensed effort, the right needle moves
advised
an operfurther from him than before, but the
ation but I would
one ceases to be attracted and
not listen to it. I left plumb. This would seem to inthought of what I hangs
had read about Lydia dicate that his effort expended the
needle
E. Pinkham's Vege- - energy which the right-hantable Compound and registered, and at the same time , the
J tried
The first effort closed the body to any Intake
bottle brought srreat of the supply.
r
relief and six bottles have entirely
It's worth thinking about.
cured me. AH women who have f emalo
To Relay Is an Art
trouble of any kind should try Lydia E.
Sometime In the early nineties I saw !
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Kid McCoy knock out a fighter named
Mrs. Etta Dorion, Ogdensburg, Wis.
Physicians undoubtedly did their best, Billy Stlft Between the rounds Stlft
battled with this case steadily and could took the usual rubbing and fanning by
do no more, but often the most cien tifia his seconds, but McCoy occasionally
Capt. Baron Manfrled von Rlchtho-fetreatment is surpassed by the medicinal substituted a system of deep breathing
commander of Germany's famous
properties of the good old fashioned and relaxation as he stood by the "Tango Escadrllle," which gave battle
roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
ropes. I believe he was the first fight- to four American flyers who sought to
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
er to spar with open palms, closing break the noted squadron's air sucomplication
to
exists
it
pays
any
If
fists only as he struck. I recall premacy.
Medicina
Pinkhun
his
E.
Lydia
the
writ
The commander is the youngest capCo., Lynn, Mass.,for special free advice. some Interviews la which he was quoted as saying that he conserved his tain in the German army. The GerLOSSES JKET tWUMS
strength by that manner, being re- mans claim for him the title of "King
cumrs tiACKLta pills laxed when sparring and tensing up of the Air," as he Is reported to have
fcsih. relUbtoi f
only for a blow. The fact was that downed 08 machines. Gunemeyer, the
pielstisd by Vjy
pw
strength flowed Into him in those mo- French aviator, is his closest competimam
aun. becmuf. thtv
;
pro
ments of relaxing as it flows Into all tor, having brought to earth 50 mawnarv
mmm
iter
mm
vintr
A
Vftsslnss fall.
t
of os. The big cats are instructive in chines.
1IMaMBkI.SIIChlM PIH. St. OS VA
The famed "Tango Escadrllle" of
that respect. It's wonderful to watch
BH111 akl llscklsg Pili. t4.00
attimost
he is chief Is composed of six
which
in
complete
relaxation
their
dmplMt
tnd
rtraatn.
Item,
in
Cutter.
bat
IIKIH
Ths superiority of Cutter products is due to over IS
Recently
the escadrllle
tudes. Children, too, have the quality. airplanes.
ysen oi specUlliInf Is VACCINES AND SnmjllS
only. Insui on Cvrrws. 14 sohwhi,
peace is with us only when was set upon by a group of four
Great
direct.
ordsr
we are completely relaxed, and "let American flyers, Lufbery, Parsons,
1M CUTltr LSDOrSCDTT, B3STSMST, VSlirSTWIB JJ
Willis, and Lowell. After a 45 minute
go" as It were.
To relax is somewhat of an art It fight the American airmen flew away.
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teased from the day's pressure on
them. Recalling your physiology lectures, you will remember that each
spine bone has Its two wings or
flanges, each pierced by a small hole
about the diameter of a lead pencil.
Through those holes the great trunk
nerves travel with the smaller nerves
branching from them. A few hours
march, even without gun or pack,
sags these vertebrae together as tight
as their cartilege cushions will permit.
Lying down helps greatly to remove
this pressure, but the Jupanese slow
pull on the head does it at once. A
man can do It somewhat for himself
by lifting his shoulders as he lies on
his back and "hunching" them along
as If trying to get them as far as possible from his belt. When I'm on my
back for my two minutes rest cure,
I take two or three such hunches at
Intervals, trying to hold my gain each
time by an anchorage of the shoulder
blades against the carpet. Generally
I can hear the vertebrae as they slip
from their packed contnet to an easier
adjustment, especially If in my bunch'
Ing I have lifted my head so that some
pull Is put on the spinal column, tilx-tseconds of such rest Is worth an
Richard Harding
hour In a chair.
Davis told me, or maybe It was Irvln
Cobb, "I heard tell of the German soldiers utilizing even a few minutes'
halt to throw themselves on the
grtmnd flat and extended."
especially over
I wlRh you'd try
there when they send you and I fancy
It will help If you really believe and
know, as you yield yourself to the
ground, that It Is somewhat more than
rest know that Into your submissive
body the divine and wonderful cur-

In recent wars many
elders of the services have made everlastingly good.
Selected on Their Records.
The 37 major generals of the new
National army nominated by the president were all selected on the basts of
their records of service. On going
through this list I find that out of the
87, 22 were cadets at the United
States Military academy at the time
that I attended that institution. Some
of them I knew well when I was a
cadet. Others I did not know well because they were upper classmen when
I was a Junior classman, but with the
plebe and the yearling's Interest In the
older fellows I learned a lot about
them while they hardly knew that I
was In existence. This Is the way of
things at the military academy.
Seven of the new major generals
were my classmates and It ought to go
without saying that these men I know
well, but at present I shall write nothing of them except to say that every
one of them has a good military record.
It happens, however, that with some
of the upper classmen of that day I
have had more or less Intimate' acquaintance In recent years and in some
cases strong friendships have developed.
Frederick S. Strong Is one of the
Strong, I think,
new major generals.
will look after the men lucky enough
to be In his division as a father looks
after his children, but when It comes
to a case of fighting he will display
the Roman father'a fortitude and will
lead his children to the front with no
thought of sparing them if sacrifice Is
necessary to win the battle.
Strong's Just but kindly disposition
led the military academy to put him In
charge of the incoming plebe class In
the year 1879. Those were the days
of hazing and hades at West Point
Strong guarded the peace of the new
Made major generals with
cadets.
him are half a dozen men who re
ceived their first soldier Instruction as
plebes at West Point from Frederick
S. Strong.
Are Real Leaders.
MaJ. Gen. Edwin St. John Greble,
who either will lead a National Guard
or a new army division to the front Is
a son of the first officer of the regular
army to be killed In the Civil war. The
elder Greble fell at Big Bethel. This
newly appointed major general was a
godson of the late Gen. O. O. Howard,
sometimes known as the "Christian
soldier." When Howard went to West
Point to become the academy's super
intendent, Greble, his godson, was a
first classman and the cadet adjutant
Greble cut up some dido or other and
Howard promptly reduced him to the

perts admit that

Feed thb Fighters !

Yar ! !

Win iho

Harvest the Crops

Save the Yields

On the battle fields of France and Flanders, the United States boys and tía
Canadian boys are fightingside by side to win for the World the freedom that
would destioy. While doing this they must be fed and every ounce of
muscle that can be requisitioned must go Into use to save this year's crop. A short
harvest period requires the combined forces of the two countries in team work, suck
as the soldier boys in France and Flanders are demonstrating.
Prus-sianl- si

Till Combined Fighters In Franct tad Flanders ind (hi Combined
Harvesters In America WILL Erin thi Allied Victory Kearer.
A reciprocal arrangement for the use of firm worker! haa been perfected between the Department ( the Interior of Canada and the Departmenta of Labor and Agriculture ol the United Stsiva.
under which it is proposrd to permit the harvesters that are now engaged in the wheat fields of Oklahoma, Kansas. Iowa, North Dakota. South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and Wisconsin to mow
over into Canada, with the privilege of later returning to the United Stales, when the crone In the
United Statea have been conserved, and help to MVS the esonnoua crow in Canada which by thai
time will be ready lor harvest ing,

NEIGHBOURS WHEN YOUR OWN CROP IS HARVESTED 111

HELP YOUR CANADIAN

to Take Car of Its
13,000,000 ACRE WHEAT FIELD.
railway fan from the International boundary Une to destination and

Canada Wants 40,000 Harvest Hand
One cent a mile
rate returning to the International Boundary.

the asssa

High Wages. Good Board, Comfortable Lodgings.
An Identification Card issued at the boundary by s Canadian Immigration Officer wiO gima
tee no trouble In returning to the United States,
A3 SOON AS YOUR OWN HARV3ST IS SAVED, move northward and assist your Caiuiflaa
neighbour in harvesting his; In this way do your bit in helping "Win the War". For particular aa ta

routee, identification carda and place where employment may be had. apply to Supertntendcaa)

of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to

4,

W. V. DENNETT, Room

Bao Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.

Canadian Government Agent.

SOLD TWO FOR

Apparently So.
"If you refuse me my life will be

FIVE CENTS

Quick to Turn Action
Irrascible to His Advantage,

Salesman

and Won

of

Out

an aching void.''

"Another suitor told me that once
"What happened?"
"He has a wife that weighs over
200 pounds and It strikes me that his
life Is rather full."

The quick wit of a traveling salesn
man who has since become a
proprietor, was severely tested
No Doubt
one day. lie sent his card by the
Upson Smith's wife has lockjaw.
oflice boy to the iiinuagpr of a large
Downey It must be a very painful
concern, whose Inner olllce was sep
by a sort of affliction.
arated from the wiiltlng-rooUpson Yes, unspeakably so.
ground glass partition. When the boy
handed his card to the mannger the
Dying In poverty Is easy enough J
salesman snw him Impatiently tear It
It's living In poverty that comes hard
In hnlf and throw It In the waste basket ; the boy came out and told the on a fellow.
caller that he could not see the chief,
The salesman told the boy to go back
and get him his curd; the hoy brought
out 5 cents, with the message that lijs
card was torn up. Then the salesman
took out another card and sent the
boy bnck, saying: "Tell your boss I & Ij-C- '11 x
sell two cards for 5 cents."
1
He got his Interview and sold a
MT J1 K ATwÍiT'ÍX.
large bill of goods.
well-know-

EAT

wvf

r r nnn i

ltvf mum

X 's

YES!

LIFT

A CORN

OFF WITHOUT PAIN!
Cincinnati man tells how to dry
up a corn or callus so It lifts
off with

fingers.

Tou
men and women
need suffer no longer. Wear the shoes
that nearly killed you before, says this
Cincinnati authority, because a few
drops of freezone applied directly on a
tender, aching corn or callus, stops
soreness at once and soon the corn or
hardened callus loosens so it can be
lifted off, root and all, without pala.
A small bottle of freezone costs very
little at any drug store, but will posi
tively take off every hard or soft corn
or callus. This should be tried, as It
is inexpensive and is said not to Irri
corn-pestere- d

M

visit i'1 MftCARD III &CAK2iy

University of Notre Dame
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA
Offers Complete Course In Agricultura
Fall courses also In Letters, Journalism,
Library Science, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Ifedl
due, Architecture, Commerce and Law.
HAIR BALSAM
MM preparstloa ol Krft
sradlot dsadrsC
mmJ
ahri..
Beauty la GraT ar Faded Hair.
wf-- snq si.bs sr. iTurrnt.

Pi

A

Bolps to
For R

r

Denver Directory

tate the surrounding skin.
If your druggist hasn't any freezone
tell him to get a small bottle for you
from his wholesale drug house. adv.
SMASHED ALL SPEED LIMITS

DEVELOPING

Kodaks and

As Cal Sized Up the Situation, That
PRINTING
Bend tor Catalogue
"Cyah" Certainly Must Have
Finishing
Price
List.
ThDsaverraataMslarls'aCe,
Been Traveling Some.
CslsraaW
Eastnua Kssaa Cs., (21 Uta (Inst.

sil

Daw,

H. 0. Frlck said In Birmingham,
where he had come to attend a Liberty
loan meeting:
"The crack troops of the knlsor
some call them cracked troops now
are hiding In enverns forty feet under
ground. The mnn who now thinks
German militarism a wonderful thing
Is as badly doped as Cal Clay of Nola
Chucky.
"Cal was escorting some ladles from
Nola Chucky to Paint Rock, and as
they pnssed a planter's the planter was
playing with a powerful searchlight
he had just put on his water tower,
and he happened to turn It down the
rond, where It streamed Into the eyes
of Cal and his two girls.
"'Here comes one 0 dem powerful
racln' cyahs, to Jedge by dat 'ere headlight,' said Cal. 'We'll Just hustle to
de side o' de road fo' safety till she's

parst, ladles.'
"So they hustled up against the
hedge, and the planter, after playing
the light along the road for about a
minute, suddenly turned It off.
"Cal gave a grunt of astonishment.
ranks.
"
I' he said.
'How fast
The relationships of father and son
I
Here
and godfather and godson do not make dat cyah muster been.
she's done parst us by, an' we didn't
for leniency In the army when regulations have been violated. Greble's of- even see her I' "
fense would not have amounted to a
' ' Her Mind on Money.
hill of beans at college, but at West
Patience "Do you know the Latin
Point it was made to appear a mountain. Major General Greble's record Quarter In Paris?" Patrice "No.
of service Is one of the finest that ap- Does It look anything like the franc
pear in the pages of the Army Regis- piece?"

Í

Enquire for the
WUmi Never Break Trace
Guaranteed
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Our Specialties!
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Ranga,

and Dairy OatUei
3Stock
Pure Breed Registered
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Herforda; Immunised
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Stock Hoga.
Rtfmna;
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JOS.

Is SCHWARTZ

ISth a Curtis, Denver, Cele,
WRITE OR OALL FOR CATALOG

ter.
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It was predicted

On 'Wheatless

J, H. WILSON

The Wyatt Live Slock Co.

'Jee-rusnle-

six weeks ago that
Even If you were not born rich you
Joseph T. DIckman of the Second cav- can be an Iceman.
alry, who . then was promoted to a
brigadier generalship from the rank of
colonel, would on the next promotion
occasion be made a major general. The
prediction hit the mark.
The regiments that go to the front
with DIckman can be sure that they
are following a soldier. DIckman Is a
(MadetfCorn)
...
fighter, much more ready
to spare his men than to spare himself,
out he will spare neither unless the
occasion requires sparing.
He has
fought everywhere that there has been
a chance to fight since the year of his
t ,iT
graduation.

I

I saddlery co.
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The Piaffe River Calilo Co. '
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715 L
M&4. Dover, Us.
PURE BRED HEREFORD
BULLS FOR SALE
One, twos and three.
Be or writ aa belor bajlng.

W. N. U.. DENVER. NO.
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THE

Local News
Sam Eatcliff

has a fine well

with limitless water at a depth
of 110 feet on the pasture land
he purchased from O. H. Kerns.
Holder Bros, drilled it.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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.Miss Vivian Dunn, left VVednes
day for her home in Texas after
a long vacation visit at the Dunn
ranch and with girl friends here.

I will offer at Public Sale at my farm two

Mrs. Lawrence Butler and little son and Miss Ethel Brooke,
returned from a visit with relatives at Cimarron, Wednesday.

miles northeast of ROY,

2

S"pto Cíe,

9

Sale to commence at

Mrs. C. E. Burton and her sisWhy He Lost Out
"Darling," he said after the mannei
ter, were callers at this office
of the
kind, "your iuanj
Tuesday paying subscription. If charms intoxicate me."
everyone paid promptly as they
"That settles It," replied the more
than sentimental maid. "I cao
sensible
life
editor's
an
make
do it would
never marry you."
more worth while.
"Why not, dearest?" he asked.

1--

J.-

- as

P57

JlL

The following property

o'clock P.M.

1

--

ó

to-w- it

love-sic- k

Remigio Lopez went to Springer Tuesday on business for the
Goodman Mercantile Co.

Cut Off From the World.
"Asphodella Twobble says she li
thinking of writing a book."
"She must be serious, too."
"Well ! Well I"
"In order to concentrate her mind on
a plot, she positively refuses to answei
more than fourteen or fifteen telephone
calls a day."

Our mailing list goes out this
week with some fifty regular
readers short, and we have sent
out notices to them as well as
others who are reading the
at our expense, to that effect.
In the Past Tense.
' We are not dunning anybody ano
"When I die," said the wife, "I want
you to have
sentence placed on my
it is our fault if you have had monument : this
'There Is peace and quiet
the paper this long. The in- In heaven.'"
"I think," rejoined the husband, "It
creased cost of paper and of
appropriate to say:
would
everything else that we buy, There bewasmorepeace
and quiet it
compels us to limit our charities. heaven.'"
We'll be glad to have you come
Odious Comparison.
in and settle, as it looses us sev- ' "I thought the modern styles In womeral hundred dollars if you don't en's clothes were ridiculous."
"But you've changed your opinión."
We get just as much from this
"Yes. I've Just been looking over
paper if no one but
some photographs of fashion queens
subscribers read it and it taken 50 years ago."
will reduce our expense a lot if
SURE.
we cut it to that. It will also re
duce the influence of the paper
for the gocd of the community
but we can reduce our efforts a
lot and still be doing our share.
S--

10 Milch Cow

"Because," she replied, "if what you
say Is true, you would be polluted al'
the time."

Some with Calf some not bred.

....

Good Yearling
3-year--

wt. 1100v

old,

?3L0 W..
(

old,

time,

of Mosquero men

came to Roy Monday to start for
Clayton as witnesses in the case
of the kitting at Mosquero last
s
week. Among them were
DeBaca, Isidro Martinez,
puty Sheriff Kliner and two sons
of the late Pablo Baca.
The District Court of Union
County is now in session at Clayton and swift justice may be expected in the case of the munder-er- s
ai Mosquero. Public sentiment is at a stage where if the
courts fail of their duty the people may administer it.
Mala-quia-

Ben Grunig let a pig bite Jiim
and is carrying his hand in a
slmg as a result. The pig is not

injured.

'

.

Not Cause for Thanksgiving.
"Those favored few who, by their
rank or their riches, nre exempted
from all exertion have no reason to
be thankful for the privilege. It wait
the observation of this necessity which
led the ancients to say that the gods
sold us everything, but gave us nothing." Charles Colton.
How muii uo You iat?
An expert in statistics has calculated
;h:it u woman marrying at twenty, and
raring for n family of four children
will peel no
jntil she Is forty-five- ,
!ewer than 8.1,000 potatoes for home
ise.

Why Not?
Then came McCarthy's turn and h
spoke as follows: "We have a ñnt
church. Our pews Is comfortable ant
our altar Is grand. 'Tls true we hav(
no bell. But," said he, "we have stean
heat in the church and pllnty of coa'
In the cellar. The dlvvle wld the bell
Let's put a whistle on the church."
Alkali Salta.
Alkali salts follow water when thr
course is downward and flowing to
lower levels, but as well It rises to tht
surface by capillarity, and when tht
water evaporates the salts remain
fixed and we tee the alkali on th

surface.

$10.00.
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Á credit of 14 months will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable note or ap- not paid when due- to bear-- interest;. t;
paicrwhen-tiaer-'-I- f
'firívétf
10 nercent discount for cash'oh sums over
.uu
riaro
10 r,OPMivvv nf salí until mid.
i
t' LUC laLC yji-f XU J)tivuny iivin
Sum under $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until settled for.
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wt. 13001bs.

9-year--

Co.

has added a fine line of burial
Caskets to their general stock,
Adv.
All sizes and grades.
Burleson returned from
Texas Monday, and is enjoying
the climate of the Mesa r.gain.
He can't stay away long at a

9

pan o: Mare

paid-in-advan-

j. A.

Bull'

1

,

The Goodman Mercantile

v

The Police Captain (to witness)
Why didn't you go to the help of the
prisoner in the light?
Witness At that stage of the game
I didn't know which of them was go'
ing to be the prisoner.
Divergent Opinion.
Men's difference brink's complaining
Tliat frets us mure and more.
What one culls entertaining,
Anotlier calls a bore.
The Exception.
"l understand," said the Russian
statesman, "that you elect all your
rulers by ballot."
"You have been misinformed," answered the American. "We don't elect
our wives In that maune."
Supplying His Need.
"Youse kin see dat I'm very mutch
In need, ma'am," said the husky hobo.
"Kin youse assist iue?"
"Certainly," answered the kind lady,
as she handed him a cake of soap.
"Here is what you need."

Col. F. O. WHITE,'. Auctioneer
:

C.L. JUSTICE, clerk .
bpinach.
caper
The Price of Cremonas.
A French lmrtlculturlst, M. do Noyer,
In price of Cremona
stems of spinach for uiak-- I
violins within the past twenty years proposes then'li.iaa ...mini!,
rent
.
vw. ....... dft. tier
IHK
i
Violins,
ait:i.
has been almost Incredible.
In
per
cent
fonr
against
cellulose,
which were In the hundreds at that of
M. de
of wheat straw.
stems
the
thousands,
and
now
in
the
time are
claims that, in experiments In
the advance is going on steadily all Noyer paper from spinach steins, he
making
the lime. It is the masterpieces
of the
Uie methods
which have advanced the most, at has followed
school and has
Grenoble
the whole world seems to be clamorproduced a product equal to the best
ing for the greatest works of
Japanese In lt3 remarkable
adtwo
the'
Guarncrius,
and
worldY
mitted greatest makers of the

The advance

paper-makin-
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Wherein They Differ.

Little Willie Say, paw, what's the
difference between a lunch and a luncheon? ,
A lunch, my son, is a light din. Paw
ner, und a luncheon is n light lunch.
Wise Old Chap.
Fred That rich old uncle of mine
Is a human sensitive plant.
Jo( Why, how's that?
Fred When I attempt to touch him
he immediately closes up.

Thought He Meant Sweet
I want rooms for

Bridegroom
self and wife.
Ilotel Clerk
Bridegroom
knew.

i

Suite?
Sweestest girl I ever

Real Danger.
She Do you really believe that kiss
ing is dangerous?
He Well er I believe It sometimes results in u breach of promise

The Vaccine that SAFELY IMMUNIZES
and Immunizes Safely

Real Thing.
Guest Walter, I see you have turtle
soup on the menu. Is it mock turtle?
Walter No, sah ; Jis' plain eberydqy
mud turtle, sah.
Feminine

Way.

Husband Drat the luck I There lsnt
any gum on this stamp.
Wife Never mind, dear. Here!
pin.
-

again.
-

i

,

Chickens,
Turkeys,

Made in Kansas by

.

suit.

Fluid

VACCINE

my-

Yes, sir.

Germ-Fre- e

n

W A NT ED!

Blackleg
Kansas

Thi Vjao Plant
VJao Is a plant which Porto IUcans
use as a source of dyo, and an Ink of
exceptional fastness Is said to be made
from the seeds. In appearance and
growth the plant resembles cultivated
ginger, the chief difference being tne
arrangement of flowers. Tills1 plant Is
also used as an article of food and as
a drug. The leaves applied locally are
said to cure a number of common

No Bullet Holes There.
The state seal of South Carolina
bears the figure of an erect palm tree.
I'hls commemorates the repulse of a
British fleet from Ft. Moultrie on June
men.
28, 17TC, by a force of about 80
fortill-ratioThey were behind a primitive
made of palmetto logs. The
of this wood is much like that.
,,1 Ws not Built
and
m...
i.
xiitr
ID! turn.
by a bullet closes
made
the perforation

The Kansas Blackleg Serum Co
Wichita, Kansas
v.

For further information Apply to

Ben Floersheim,

Abbott, N. Mex,

Highest Market Price
Paid in cash.
See me at the HOME RESTAURANT, ROY, N.M.

J. F. Araett.

